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ABSTRACT 

Metabolic syndrome is an umbrella term for a large network of 

interdependent biochemical, metabolic and physiological factors that are 

associated with a higher risk of cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes 

mellitus. Physiological risk factors such as insulin resistance, elevated blood 

pressure, visceral adiposity, and chronic inflammation are often rooted in 

alterations and dysfunction of the underlying metabolic tissues of the body, such 

as the adipose tissue and skeletal muscle. This work focuses on elucidating 

molecular mechanisms of gene regulation that impact the differentiation and 

function of both adipose tissue and skeletal muscle using well established in vitro 

models as well as genetic mouse models.   

The first two chapters describe the transcriptional profiling of GPS2-

Adiponectin-Cre specific knockout (GPS2-AKO) mice upon high fat diet feeding. 

We used various next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies to explore how 

the lack of GPS2 impact upon adipose tissue adaptation to the dietary stress on 

a molecular level. In the first Chapter, I discuss how RNAseq experiments 

performed in the epididymal white adipose tissue (eWAT), and subcutaneous 
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white adipose tissue (scWAT) reveal a complex role for GPS2 in the regulation of 

mitochondrial genes, inflammation and metabolism in mature adipocytes. The 

second chapter utilizes single cell RNA sequencing to examine how loss of 

GPS2 in mature adipocytes alters the underlying stromal vascular fraction tissue 

environment. This work has demonstrated key roles for GPS2 in directly 

regulating the response of adipocytes to high fat diet stress and indirectly 

affecting the crosstalk between adipocytes and the underlying SVF.  

The third chapter explores the role of GPS2 as a key mediator of skeletal 

muscle cell differentiation. Given the known role of GPS2 as a transcriptional 

cofactor, we profiled the genomic occupancy of GPS2 across C2C12 

differentiation via ChIPseq and found binding to known enhancer regions linked 

to important muscle differentiation terms. This led to the identification of an 

unexpected role for GPS2 as a required factor for the differentiation of C2C12 

skeletal muscle cells in vitro.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Transcription and Transcriptional Regulation 

 

Transcription: Overview 

Gene expression, the means by which DNA is ultimately converted to a 

functionally active gene product, is universally important to all living organisms1. 

One of the earliest steps in this process is transcription, or the synthesis of RNA 

molecules from DNA via the RNA polymerase complexes (RNAP).  

Transcription represents one of the first regulatory checkpoints in the 

control and coordination of gene expression. The primary regulators of this 

process are protein transcription factors (TFs) that bind DNA in a sequence-

specific manner to directly regulate transcription2. Although TFs can vary in how 

they achieve this regulation, the majority are thought to function primarily by the 

recruitment of other proteins known as coactivators and corepressors. These 

mediators of transcriptional activity are often large, multi-subunit protein 

complexes that enhance or repress transcriptional activity through such means 

as remodeling of the local chromatin environment3 or altering the affinity for the 

recruitment of the core components of RNAPII4.  

 

Chromatin Environment: Overview 

The chromatin environment refers to the molecular scaffold that serves to 

condense, protect and regulate access to DNA. Specifically, chromatin is defined 
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as the higher-order structure formed by the aggregation and condensing of many 

nucleosomes, or stretches of around 147 bp of DNA wrapped around a 

specialized complex of proteins termed histones. Broadly speaking, chromatin is 

thought to regulate gene expression in two main ways: First, by physically 

restricting the ability of factors to bind to the DNA itself. Second, by post-

translational modifications (PTMs) to the histone proteins which creates a pattern 

of recognition sites for regulatory proteins such as transcription factors or 

chromatin interacting proteins. These chromatin interacting proteins can be 

generally referred to as writers, readers, or erasers depending on how they 

chemically modify or interact with histones and chromatin5. 

PTMs of histone tails can occur on different residues and each may have 

different regulatory effects. One of the well-characterized modifications is lysine 

methylation. This modification is typically referred to by the name of the modified 

subunit followed by the amino acid residue position. For example, the canonical 

methylation sites for lysine methylation include histone H3 (K4, K9, K26, K27, 

K36, K79), histone H4 (K20), and Histone H1 (K26)6. Each lysine may be mono-, 

di- or trimethylated and methylation alters both the size and hydrophobicity of the 

residue. The effects of lysine methylation are highly context dependent and have 

been associated with both gene activation and gene repression. For example, 

H3K4me1 is considered a mark of activated genes in certain contexts while 

H3K27me1 and H3k9me3 are typically associated with regions of constitutive 

heterochromatin and gene silencing7,8. 
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Another common modification made to the lysine residues on histone tails 

is the addition of an acetyl group or acetylation. In contrast to methylation, 

acetylation is largely correlated with transcriptionally active regions and open 

chromatin. It is thought that the electrostatic properties of the acetyl group 

partially neutralize the charge of the lysine, and weakens its interaction with 

negatively charged DNA allowing nuclear factors to access the region9.  

This regulation of chromatin structure through the pattern of histone 

modifications introduced the general framework of histone writers, readers, and 

erasers10. These are the broad classes of proteins responsible for recognizing, 

adding, removing and recognizing specific histone modifications. Histone writers 

are the proteins that catalyze the addition of various modifications onto histone 

tails. They can be separated into two main groups: histone acetyltransferases 

(HATs)11 and histone methyltransferases (HMTs)12, each named for the reaction 

they catalyze. Histone erasers function to catalyze the removal of histone PTMs 

and include members of the HDAC family (histone deacetylase)13 and Jumonji C 

domain-containing family of HDMs (histone demethylases)14. 

The histone readers are made up proteins that recognize various histone 

modifications and mediate their regulatory effects. They do this through the 

presence of specialized protein domains that recognize and bind the different 

PTMs made to histones. This binding may serve to recruit other factors involved 

in further chromatin remodeling or directly impact transcription through the 

recruitment of RNAPII and associated factors. Some prominent examples include 
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the readers of lysine methylation such as ankyrin, Tudor, PHD, and WD40. 

These families of proteins typically have specific affinities for one or several 

specific lysine methylation sites on histones. Other well-characterized histone 

readers are the bromodomain family, which recognize and bind to acetylated 

histone residues15.  

 

Transcription during development and differentiation 

 Complex multicellular organisms, such as mammals, function through a 

vast variety of specialized cells compartmentalized into higher-order tissues and 

organs. This process begins during embryonic development as totipotent stem 

cells specialize and differentiate into a multitude of different cell types and 

lineages. This patterning is largely orchestrated through precise spatial and 

temporal regulation of gene expression through large-scale remodeling of the 

chromatin environment and activation and repression of specific gene programs. 

Nearly all differentiated and specialized cells are directed through development 

primarily by regulation of gene expression including blood cells16 

(hematopoiesis), fat cells17 (adipogenesis), and muscle18 (myogenesis).  

 One recurring theme in lineage specification is the presence of master 

regulatory transcription factors that remodel the chromatin environment to 

activate lineage-specific gene programs and repress extraneous genes. A classic 

example of a master regulatory factor is the muscle-specific TF MyoD. MyoD is 

one of the earliest factors expressed during myogenesis and functions primarily 
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by interacting with various cofactors to remodel the chromatin environment. It 

was shown to directly promote histone acetylation on a genome-wide scale by 

binding the histone acetyltransferases P300 and PCAF to activate transcription19. 

Conversely, MyoD has also been implicated in the repression of gene activity by 

its presence and association with histone deacetylase HDAC1 on many genes 

prior to differentiation20. Many of the other master transcription factors such as 

PPAR, AP-1, SCL all interact with various cofactors to remodel chromatin and 

influence gene expression through the course of lineage specification and 

differentiation21.   

 
GPS2: Overview 
 

G protein suppressor 2 (GPS2) was originally identified during a screen for 

suppressors of G protein activated MAPK signaling in yeast and mammalian 

cells22,23. It is a 37 kDa, relatively ubiquitous protein that has been demonstrated 

to have a variety of genomic and non-genomic functions. With regards to 

transcription and its nuclear functions, early work showed that it was a core 

component of the N-CoR/SMRT co-repressor complex24. In addition to this role, 

GPS2 has also been shown to be a coactivator and has multiple functional 

interactions with a variety of different transcriptional regulators including p300, 

FXR, HNF4, p53, MSH4/MSH5, LXR and PPAR.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Transcriptomic profiling of the subcutaneous and epididymal adipose 

tissue depots of GPS2-AKO mice 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

  

Some of the early work into the functions of GPS2 revealed its key role as 

an anti-inflammatory agent in both adipose tissue and macrophages. It was 

demonstrated that overexpression of GPS2 impaired activation of pro-

inflammatory pathways in vitro and in vivo through inhibition of JNK activation. In 

accordance with these observations, the downregulation of GPS2 and associated 

corepressor SMRT in the adipose tissue of obese human individuals was found 

to be inversely correlated with inflammatory status27. In a macrophage-specific 

GPS2-knockout mouse model, isolated GPS2-deficient macrophages were 

shown to have a pro-inflammatory gene signature and were sensitized to various 

stress signals relative to WT macrophages28.  

There have been two parallel adipose tissue specific GPS2-KO mouse 

models described in the literature. In a study by Drareni et al. 201829, it was 

observed that GPS2-AKO mice displayed maladaptive expansion of the WAT 

when exposed to high fat diet feeding. Specifically, loss of GPS2 was linked to 

unrestrained HIF1α activation and subsequent adipocyte hypertrophy. After 4 

weeks of HFD, GPS2-AKO mice rapidly became insulin resistant compared to 

WT. Separately, work by Cederquist et al 201830 also described the generation 
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and characterization of a GPS2-AKO mouse line utilizing the same Cre driver but 

differing in the locations of the LoxP sites. They found that GPS2-AKO mice 

became obese under a standard laboratory chow diet while maintaining insulin 

sensitivity. This apparent uncoupling of obesity and insulin resistance was not 

observed in the GPS2-AKO mouse model described by Drareni et al. and further 

studies will be needed to investigate the differences between the two models. 

 

GPS2:Inhibition of K63 ubiquitination 

Ubiquitination is another post-translational modification made on the lysine 

residues of proteins. Ubiquitin (Ub) is a 76 amino acid protein that can be 

attached to substrate proteins as a single molecule or part of a larger chain of 

multiple Ub molecules connected through isopeptide bonds31. Specific Ub 

modifications are referred to by the lysine residue present on Ub that serves to 

link the poly-ubiquitin chains. Some of the commonly studied polyubiquitin chains 

include K11, K48 and K6332. Similar to the aforementioned histone code, the 

pattern of ubiquitination and deubiquitination acts as a regulatory signal that 

regulates the protein’s activity and fate with different Ub chains promoting 

specific functions. As an example, K48 Ub chains are most often associated with 

signaling a protein for degradation through the proteasome33. By contrast, K63 

ubiquitination has been shown to have regulatory roles in vesicle trafficking, DNA 

damage repair and inflammatory processes34.  

Previous work from our lab revealed that many of the recognized genomic 
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and non-genomic functions of GPS2 are mediated through the regulation of K63 

ubiquitin.  Relevant to the regulation of adipose tissue metabolism, GPS2-

mediated regulation of K63 ubiquitination was demonstrated to regulate insulin 

signaling through the PI3-AKT pathway. Work by Cederquist et al demonstrated 

that K63 non-proteolytic ubiquitination is a key component of AKT activation in 

the adipocyte insulin signaling pathway and that GPS2 regulates this process 

through enzymatic inhibition of the Ubc13 E3 ligase. Genetic knockout or acute 

downregulation of GPS2 in primary adipocytes resulted in constitutive activation 

of insulin signaling both in vitro and in vivo. This genetic mouse model displayed 

an intriguing metabolic phenotype wherein KO mice became obese under a 

standard laboratory chow diet while remaining metabolically healthy. In short, the 

adipose tissue of GPS2-AKO mice show no inflammation, and improved 

systemic insulin sensitivity relative to WT mice.  

  

Adipose Tissue: Overview 

The primary purpose of adipose tissue is the storage and metabolism of 

lipids in response to nutritional and energy balance needs. At a high level, there 

exist two main types of adipose: white adipose tissue (WAT) and brown adipose 

tissue (BAT)35. In addition to the differences played by the two main types of 

adipose tissue, there is a wealth of literature that has also demonstrated unique 

roles for the different adipose tissue depots spread throughout the body36,37. 

WAT houses the majority of lipids found in mammals and white adipocytes are 
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easily identifiable as cells containing a large, unilocular lipid droplet. WAT can be 

found organized into depots spread across the body and is canonically 

associated with energy balance, and lipid storage. BAT, by contrast, is primarily 

characterized by multilocular lipid droplet containing adipocytes that also express 

high numbers of mitochondria. The primary recognized function of BAT is the 

dissipation of stored lipids and energy in the form of heat, a process known as 

thermogenesis38. While it was once thought that BAT was restricted in 

expression to only human infants and other species, a plethora of recent work 

has demonstrated that BAT is present in adult humans and that populations of 

adipocytes exist which display mixed characteristics of both white and brown 

adipose39,40.   

 

Adipose tissue: more than just lipid storage 

 While adipose tissue plays an indispensable role in lipid storage and fatty 

acid metabolism, it has recently come to be appreciated as a critical secretory 

organ that has a profound impact on energy balance, inflammation, and other 

essential systemic responses41,42. The term adipokine has been created to 

describe the wide variety of products secreted by adipocytes that act in a 

paracrine and endocrine manner to influence physiological responses. One of the 

most well-studied adipokines is leptin, a hormone almost exclusively expressed 

and secreted by the adipose tissue43. Its primary function is acting as a direct 

signal to the central nervous system to regulate food intake and energy 
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expenditure. Other well-known adipokines include adiponectin, resistin, IL-6, and 

TNF. Importantly, in addition to regulating the underlying tissue environment, 

many of these adipokines are known to have long range interactions with other 

organs such as the muscle, pancreas, and liver. These secreted factors are not 

only implicated in the regulation of the functions and homeostasis of immune 

cells but also control diverse metabolic processes44.  

 

     Adipogenesis: Role of transcription 

 The differentiation of adipocytes is a tightly coordinated series of events 

directed by a transcriptional cascade regulated through two major factors: 

PPARγ and C/EBPα. Both of these proteins have been shown to be essential for 

adipogenesis in vitro and in vivo and binding experiments demonstrate their 

presence at a large majority of upregulated genes during differentiation45. Upon 

initiation of adipogenesis, C/EBPβ and C/EBPδ begin to be expressed and 

induce the expression of C/EBPα and PPARγ. C/EBPβ, in particular, was 

demonstrated to bind to a large number of sites that were found in closed 

chromatin region and was required for the subsequent binding of early 

adipogenic transcription factors such as STAT5A, RXR and Glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR)46. C/EBPα and PPARγ serve to regulate a majority of adipogenic 

genes as well as mutually inducing the expression of each other. PPARγ is a 

member of the nuclear hormone receptor family and must heterodimerize with 

another nuclear receptor in order to be transcriptionally active. PPARγ has been 
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shown to interact with a number of canonical corepressors and coactivators to 

remodel chromatin prior to and during differentiation including the NCoR/SMRT 

complex, CBP/300 and the mediator complex47. 

Of important note to the following work, GPS2 was shown to prime the 

local chromatin environment for recruitment of the master adipogenic regulatory 

factor PPARγ at selected gene promoters in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes48. The 

molecular basis for this regulation was shown to be through the demethylation of 

the promoter region via stabilization of lysine demethylase KDM4A. A similar 

mechanism was reported for GPS2-mediated regulation of a significant 

proportion of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes (neMITO) and confirmed in 

vivo to function through inhibition of UBC1349. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation 

Sequencing (ChIPseq) and Global Run-On Sequencing (GROseq) experiments 

confirmed that upon loss of GPS2 in the brown adipose tissue of GPS2-AKO 

mice, mitochondrial gene promoters were aberrantly enriched with H3K9 

methylation and transcription was impaired due to RNAPII stalling. At a tissue 

level, this loss of GPS2 in the brown adipose tissue (BAT) resulted in reduced 

mitochondrial content compared to WT mice. This regulation of mitochondrial 

genes was separately observed in the study by Drareni et al 2018 where they 

noted the downregulation of 216 mitochondrial-related genes in their GPS2-AKO 

mouse model. 

In this chapter, we have performed RNAseq to profile gene expression in 

isolated adipocytes from our GPS2-AKO mouse model. Specifically, we sought to 
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determine potential differences in the response to high fat diet stress that may 

explain their altered metabolic phenotype. 

 

Results 

 Following the development and metabolic characterization of our GPS2-

AKO genetic mouse model, we isolated primary adipocytes from two main 

depots: epididymal WAT and subcutaneous WAT. We profiled these depots 

under conditions of chow or HFD and performed RNAseq experiments to 

understand the transcriptomic differences occurring in wild-type or GPS2-

deficient mature adipocytes. We compared KO and WT adipocytes from the Epi 

WAT under chow and HFD conditions, and the SC WAT under HFD conditions. 

Each experiment included 4 WT and 4 KO mice that were matched with 

littermate controls. 

 To begin, we performed RNA sequencing on isolated adipocytes from the 

Epi WAT of our GPS2-AKO mice under chow diet conditions. At this time point, 

the GPS2-AKO mice are obese relative to their WT counterparts but seemingly 

protected from the associated metabolic complications. We performed RNAseq 

on the isolated adipocytes to determine what transcriptomic changes were 

occurring in absence of GPS2 and how they might contribute to this protective 

phenotype.  
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Using a false discovery rate (FDR) cutoff of <.1, we identified a total of 768 

differentially expressed genes with 263 upregulated, and 505 downregulated 

genes between KO and WT adipocytes (Figure 1).  

 

Overrepresentation Analysis: Epididymal Chow Adipocytes 

Overrepresentation analysis (ORA) of upregulated genes showed a significant 

enrichment of Gene Ontology: Biological Process (GO:BP) terms related to the 

respiratory electron transport chain (GO:0042775, GO:0022904), mitochondrial 

organization (GO:0007005), and mitochondrial  transport (GO:0006839). 

Downregulated genes are enriched for terms such as platelet degranulation 

(GO:0002576), extracellular matrix and focal adhesions (GO:0001953, 

GO:1903053) and angiogenesis (GO:0045765). (Figure 1b). 

 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis: Epididymal Chow Adipocytes 

Gene set enrichment analyses based on a Log2FoldChange (log2FC) ranked list 

of all the genes discovered in the experiment yielded similar results to the ORA. 

Gene sets were considered significant with a cutoff of FDR <.25 and the top 10 

sets with the highest and lowest normalized enrichment score are shown in table 

1 and 2. Gene sets with a positive NES include those related to the electron 

transport chain, oxidative phosphorylation, and mitochondria. Those with a 

negative NES include pathways related to focal adhesions, and complement 

cascade and coagulation (Tables 1, 2). 
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Loss of GPS2 in the epididymal depot leads to specific upregulation of 

mitochondrial genes 

 Amongst the 263 upregulated genes, we note that 68 of them are 

identified as genes encoding for mitochondrial proteins as found in the MitoCarta 

3.0 database. Consistent with our previous work, the mitochondrial genes 

regulated by GPS2 appear to be enriched for specific functional terms such as 

“TCA cycle” and “Electron Transport Chain”. This was observed for enrichment of 

the upregulated DEGs as well as in gene sets with a positive normalized 

enrichment score as determined by GSEA performed with a ranked list by log2 

fold change. This was unexpected as previous work had demonstrated the 

downregulation of these genes upon loss of GPS2 in various models. 

Specifically, in vitro knockdown of GPS2 in 3T3-L1, 293T and Hela cells all 

revealed a similar downregulation of mitochondrial genes.  

 In the total downregulated genes, we see a concentration of genes 

related to inflammatory pathways (Ifitm3, Itih4, Sp100, Il1r1, Src, Stat3, Irak3, 

Ptpn14, Lgals9, Il6t, Trim56) (Figure 1c). Similarly, the GSEA results also show 

various gene sets such as Interferon Signaling and Antigen Processing and 

Presentation enriched amongst the downregulated genes. These findings are 

again in contrast with what we have previously seen in other settings. GPS2 has 

been shown to be a key anti-inflammatory mediator in the adipose tissue and 

macrophages in both mouse and human models.  
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GPS2-KO adipocytes display a sensitized response to high fat diet as compared 

to C57BL/6J mice 

We subjected our GPS2-AKO mice and WT controls to a 16-week high fat 

diet and we discovered 946 differentially expressed genes with 482 upregulated 

and 464 downregulated when comparing between WT and KO adipocytes 

(Figure 2a).  

 

Overrepresentation Analysis: Epididymal HFD Adipocytes 

Overrepresentation analysis (ORA) of upregulated genes showed a significant 

enrichment of Gene Ontology: Biological Process (GO:BP) terms related to 

neutrophils (GO:0043312, GO:0002283, GO:0002446), extracellular matrix 

(GO:0030198, GO:0022617) and nucleosomes/chromatin (GO:0006334, 

GO:0031497). Downregulated genes were enriched for terms such as muscle 

contraction (GO:0006936), apoptotic cell clearance (GO:2000427, GO:2000425), 

and endothelial cell migration (GO:0010596, GO:0043535). (Figure 2b) 

 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis: Epididymal HFD Adipocytes 

Gene set enrichment analyses were based on a descending Log2FoldChange 

(log2FC) ranked list of all the genes discovered in the experiment. Gene sets 

were considered significant with a cutoff of FDR <.25 and the top 10 sets with 

positive and negative normalized enrichment scores are shown in tables 3 and 4, 
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respectively. We note the presence of several gene sets related to potassium 

channels and the nitric oxide pathway (Tables 3, 4).  

Overall, we observe a strong upregulation of inflammatory related 

pathways and downregulation of ECM and remodeling-related genes. These 

results can be seen in both overrepresentation analysis of DEGs as well as in the 

GSEA analyses performed using gene lists ranked by log2foldchange. 

Specifically, upregulated genes under this condition show a strong enrichment for 

multiple terms related to neutrophil degranulation, and neutrophil immunity. The 

downregulated genes show a specific enrichment for pathways such as muscle 

contraction, extracellular matrix organization, and cell migration. GSEA analysis 

demonstrates pathways related to DNA damage and cell cycle amongst those 

with a positive NES. Pathways with a negative NES include those related to 

amino acid metabolism and potassium channels (Figure 2c).  

 

Subcutaneous and Epididymal WAT GPS2-KO adipocytes under HFD are 

metabolically worse compared to their WT counterparts 

 In order to study any depot-specific effects in our GPS2-AKO mice, we 

also profiled the SC WAT after a 16-week high fat diet. It has been shown in the 

literature that the different adipose tissue depots play distinct roles in the 

response to a high fat diet stress. The subcutaneous depot, in particular, has 

been thought to act as a metabolic sink that sequesters excess lipids and 

protects from systemic complications related to lipid spillover. After a 16-week 
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HFD stress, we can see that the SC tissue appears to be highly inflamed in our 

KO mice relative to their WT counterparts. Using a false discovery rate of FDR < 

.1, we identified 1170 DEGs in the SC WAT under HFD (Figure 3a). 

 

Overrepresentation Analysis: Subcutaneous HFD Adipocytes 

Overrepresentation analysis (ORA) of upregulated genes showed a significant 

enrichment of Gene Ontology: Biological Process (GO:BP) terms related 

neutrophils (GO:0043312, GO:0002283, GO:0002446), inflammatory responses, 

and ECM. Downregulated genes were strongly enriched for terms related to 

various metabolic pathways such as branched-chain amino acid metabolic 

process (GO:0009081) or cellular amino acid catabolic process (GO:0009063). 

(Table 5, 6) 

 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis: Subcutaneous HFD Adipocytes 

As seen in table 5 and table 6, Gene set enrichment analyses revealed an 

enrichment of gene sets amongst the downregulated genes related to 

mitochondrial function including pathways for respiratory electron transport, TCA 

Cycle, and amino acid degradation pathways. General inflammatory pathways 

were noted to be amongst the upregulated gene sets including KEGG pathways 

for natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, systemic lupus erythematosus, and 

phagocytosis.  
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Isolated adipocytes from subcutaneous depot under 16-week HFD show high 

levels of inflammation and metabolic dysfunction 

On a global level, we see a robust enrichment for inflammation and 

inflammatory pathway terms in both the GSEA and functional enrichment 

analyses (Figure 3b, 3c). Among these are pathways related to neutrophil 

degranulation, cytokine signaling, and general inflammatory pathways. The 

downregulated genes are enriched for a large variety of amino acid catabolic 

pathways as well as mitochondrial gene sets. These changes are consistent with 

previous reports characterizing wild-type adipocytes subjected to a high fat diet 

stress. However, it is important to note that our experimental design was 

designed to compare between WT and KO adipocytes both subjected to a high 

fat diet stress. GPS2-KO adipocytes appear to be more sensitized to the effects 

of the high fat diet stress relative to the WT adipocytes.  

Though any direct comparison is complicated by the fact that the 

expression profiling was not performed at the same time, we would like to 

comment on potential differences we observed between the epididymal and 

subcutaneous depots. In contrast with the Epi WAT, the SC adipocytes appear to 

be more perturbed in their metabolic capacity. The Epi WAT under HFD shows a 

downregulation of genes related to muscle contraction, and extracellular matrix. 

The SC WAT, however, suggest downregulation of many metabolic pathways 

related to amino acid and fatty acid metabolism. Similarly, upregulated genes in 

the Epi WAT appear more related to pathways specifically related to DNA 
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damage while those in the SC show an enrichment for a wide variety of 

inflammatory, phagocytic and cytokine signaling pathways.  

 

Overlap between RNAseq data and adipokine secretion study suggests potential 

paracrine and long-range signaling mechanism for GPS2-deficient adipocytes 

 Given that we observe whole-body effects on metabolism in our GPS2-

AKO mice, even though GPS2 is deleted only in mature adipocytes, we theorized 

that some of these changes could be mediated by alterations in adipocyte 

signaling. The genetic deletion in our GPS2-AKO mice is driven by the 

expression of Adiponectin, which has been demonstrated in many other sources 

to be a unique marker for mature adipocytes only.  

Recently, it has come to be appreciated that adipose tissue is a major 

secretory organ that can alter the activity of other metabolic organs such as the 

muscle or liver as well as mediate whole-body physiological changes. We utilized 

our RNAseq data coupled with recently published data identifying major secreted 

adipokines to find potential secreted factors that are altered in response to loss of 

GPS2. Although we acknowledge the imperfect relationship between mRNA 

expression and secretion, we intend for this analysis to serve as a preliminary 

proof of principle to provide potential candidates while we actively set up mass 

spectrometry and exosome isolation experiments to better and more directly 

characterize secreted factors.  
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 Khan et. al 201850 used a combination of AHA and pSILAC labeling to 

identify 1,337 total unique proteins to serve as a candidate list for adipose tissue 

specific secreted factors. Although their study was focused on uncovering 

differentially secreted factors between WAT and BAT upon norepinephrine 

stimulation, we used the total list of discovered adipokines as our background for 

secreted factors from adipocytes. We filtered the 1,337 proteins to 461 proteins 

that also displayed evidence of being a secreted protein in external literature. To 

begin identifying candidate secreted proteins that are altered upon GPS2-

deficiency, we overlapped the 461 candidate proteins with our list of differentially 

expressed genes from each depot and condition. We can see that there are 109, 

155, 165 overlapping candidates (data not shown) in the Epi WAT under chow 

diet, Epi WAT under HFD and SC WAT under HFD, respectively. We performed 

enrichment analysis on these overlapping candidates using the total list of DEG 

from each experiment as the background. We can see a strong enrichment for 

extracellular matrix and remodeling genes in all three conditions. We also note 

the presence of several key adipokines found in all three conditions that could be 

important for mediating systemic complications.  

 

Discussion 

 Previous work has identified GPS2 as an important regulator of nuclear 

encoded mitochondrial gene expression in adipose tissue. Similarly, the role of 

GPS2 as an anti-inflammatory agent has also been well-established in both 
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murine and human models. Given this, we were interested to observe the 

upregulation of mitochondrial genes and a downregulation of inflammatory genes 

in the epididymal WAT from our GPS2-AKO mice under chow diet.  

A study by Jones et al 201951 demonstrated that the visceral WAT of 

C57BL/6J mice show a characteristic downregulation of mitochondrial genes and 

upregulation of ECM-related genes in response to a high fat diet stress. Taking 

this study as a model for a generalized response to HFD, we observe the 

opposite transcriptomic changes while under a chow diet but in a setting of 

obesity. Intriguingly, we can see that when subjected to even a short high fat diet 

stress, obesity induced by GPS2 deletion is no longer uncoupled from insulin 

resistance and inflammation. This can be seen directly from our experiments 

demonstrating increased body weight and insulin resistance in our GPS2-AKO 

mice compared to wild-type controls after just 5 weeks of high fat diet (data not 

shown). Further studies will address this interesting switch between phenotypes.  

Addressing our phenotype under a chow diet, on a whole-body level, our 

GPS2-AKO mice are more insulin sensitive and display no signs of ectopic lipid 

deposition despite their increased body weight. We observed downregulation of 

innate immunity and interferon signaling pathways in the KO adipocytes in our 

RNAseq studies. Previous work also demonstrated no significant differences in 

inflammatory gene expression or infiltration of macrophages between WT and 

KO mice at this time. In general, at both the tissue and adipocyte level, we 
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confirm no signs of inflammation present in our KO despite their increased body 

weight. 

More surprising was the revelation that we observed a strong upregulation 

of mitochondrial genes. We have demonstrated in a number of in vitro and in vivo 

settings that GPS2 is required for the activation of nuclear encoded mitochondrial 

genes. Given this, we hypothesize that this upregulation of mitochondrial genes 

in our KO adipocytes is a potential compensatory mechanism to maintain proper 

mitochondrial function given the lack of transcriptional activation. RNAseq is a 

steady-state measure of mRNA levels and it is possible that while nascent 

transcription is impaired, there are compensatory mechanisms that stabilize 

mRNA transcripts. To test this hypothesis, we plan on performing more 

comprehensive profiling of the metabolic function of these isolated adipocytes. 

We will assay the respiratory function of isolated mitochondria from these cells as 

well as examine the adipocytes at a higher resolution than bulk RNAseq by 

employing single nuclei sequencing to examine potential adipocyte 

heterogeneity. 

Under chow conditions, our GPS2-AKO mice display an interesting 

uncoupling of obesity and metabolic complications. Under a high fat diet, we 

observe the same phenotype as reported in the literature for a separately 

developed GPS2-AKO conditional mouse model: loss of GPS2 in the setting of 

energy surplus exacerbates the deleterious effects on the adipose tissue. To 

better determine when in time this switch occurs, we decided to investigate the 
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response of the adipose tissue after a shorter exposure to high fat diet in order to 

capture early changes that may explain the rapid switch between phenotypes. 

In order to determine the potential differences in our GPS2-AKO mice and 

the parallel model reported in the literature by Treuter et al29, we subjected our 

mice to a 16-week HFD. Our results are concordant with what was previously 

reported and we see a rapid decline in metabolic health at both the whole-body 

level as well as characteristic shifts in the transcriptome of the adipocytes. We 

observe in the Epi WAT a strong enrichment of pathways related to DNA 

damage, inflammation and ECM in our KO samples. This enrichment relative to 

the wild-type adipocytes under HFD strongly agrees with other published data 

suggesting loss of GPS2 results in worse metabolic outcomes in the adipose 

tissue and reflected in whole-body metabolic issues. We believe our future 

studies will better explain the differences we observer under a chow diet where 

obesity is uncoupled from inflammation and IR. 

Given the known importance of adipose tissue as a secretory organ, we 

theorized that the phenotype we observed in our GPS2-AKO mice might be 

mediated through the alteration of their secretome. Changes in the profile of 

secreted adipokines could be responsible for both mediating changes in the local 

tissue environment and also systemic physiology. As a preliminary test of this 

hypothesis, we have performed a simple overlap of the differentially expressed 

genes found in our isolated adipocytes with a list of known and verified 

adipokines identified in the literature. We identify a significant enrichment for 
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genes related to fibrosis, inflammation and extracellular matrix. It is important to 

note that the correlation between expression of mRNA and protein is not always 

positively correlated due to other layers of post-transcriptional or post-

translational regulation. To remedy the shortcomings in this initial analysis, we 

are planning on performing mass spectrometry experiments and measuring 

circulating levels of adipokine markers directly in order to identify possible 

secreted factors that are altered after GPS2 loss in adipose tissue. 

To begin exploring whether altered signaling and cross-talk from GPS2-

deficient adipocytes is contributing to our whole-body phenotype, we began with 

single cell RNA sequencing of the local tissue microenvironment of the adipose 

tissue after a 5-week high fat diet exposure. At this early timepoint, our GPS2-

AKO mice already display reduced insulin sensitivity and show a trend towards 

increased body weight compared to their wild-type counterparts. We 

hypothesized that early changes in the adipose tissue may be reflected in the 

local tissue environment and feedback to reinforce the fundamental changes 

mediated by the adipocytes. We again chose two representative adipose tissue 

depots, epididymal and subcutaneous, and isolated the stromal vascular fraction 

after 5 weeks of high fat diet feeding. Our goal was to identify potential changes 

in populations between our KO and WT mice as well as examine the early 

response of the adipose tissue as a whole to high fat diet stress. These results 

will be discussed in chapter 2. 
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Open questions and Future Directions 

 One of the unresolved questions from our work is the mechanism behind 

the upregulation of mitochondrial genes seen in the Epi WAT of chow-fed GPS2-

AKO mice under chow diet. Our previous work had demonstrated an essential 

role for GPS2 in the mediation of mitochondrial retrograde signaling and as a key 

transcriptional activator of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes. These findings 

were extended in vivo as the brown adipose tissue of GPS2-AKO mice shows 

reduced mitochondrial content relative to their wild-type counterparts. However, 

the actual respiratory capacity of isolated mitochondria from GPS2-KO 

adipocytes was equal to those isolated from WT adipocytes in the brown adipose 

tissue. These results indicated that overall mitochondrial function is not impaired 

in GPS2-deficient BAT, but instead results in reduced mitochondrial mass. 

 In context with what we see in the Epi WAT, these results suggest a 

potential post-transcriptional mechanism that maintains mitochondrial function 

even in absence of GPS2. Given our observation of upregulation of mitochondrial 

mRNAs, we posit that this may be a result of either stabilization of these 

transcripts and/or more efficient translation that may compensate for lack of 

activation at a transcriptional level. Ongoing work in the laboratory has lent 

credence to this hypothesis by demonstrating that GPS2 regulates mitochondria-

associated mRNA local translation via inhibition of K63 ubiquitination on 

PABPC1. This interaction was identified through mass spectrometry experiments 

seeking to identify target proteins regulated by UBC13 and GPS2. 
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To address this question further, we would like to more comprehensively 

profile the mitochondria found in our KO adipocytes under both chow and high fat 

diet in both depots. As an exploratory experiment, we are interested in looking at 

the relative levels of expression of oxidative phosphorylation complexes found in 

both WT and KO adipose tissue mitochondria. To more accurately characterize 

their respiratory capacity, we are planning on utilizing Seahorse XF Cell Mito 

Stress Test assays to specifically probe the oxygen consumption rate and 

extracellular acidification rate of isolated mitochondria from the WAT depots. 

These results should indicate to us whether we observe any potential impacts on 

mitochondrial function. If our hypothesis regarding the existence of a 

compensatory mechanism to maintain normal mitochondrial function is correct, 

then we would expect to not see any major differences in the actual respiratory 

capacity of isolated mitochondria from our KO mice. To complement these 

studies of mitochondrial function, we are also considering the use of techniques 

such as RIBOseq and mRNA stability assays to more directly test whether the 

upregulation of mitochondrial genes in our GPS2-AKO mice is a result of a 

compensatory mechanism that allows for the proper functionality throughout 

development in spite of loss of nuclear encoded mitochondrial gene activation 

mediated by GPS2.  

 We also would like to profile the subcutaneous depot of our GPS2-AKO 

mice under chow diet. Several studies have suggested that the subcutaneous 

depot acts as a “metabolic sink” to preferentially sequester excess lipids and 
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prevent lipotoxicity and other metabolic complications52. It is also known that the 

subcutaneous depot responds differently to high fat diet stress and has also been 

shown to have a higher capacity for “browning” than visceral WAT in mice53. 

Coupled with our previous studies on the epididymal depot, these studies would 

provide a more complete picture as to how loss of GPS2 in two major adipose 

tissue depots contributes to protection from IR and inflammation in a setting of 

obesity. 
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Figures and Figure legends 
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Figure 1. 
Loss of GPS2 leads to upregulation of mitochondrial genes and 
downregulation of inflammatory genes in isolated adipocytes from mice 
under a chow diet 

(a) Volcano plot of DEG results with selected up- and down-regulated 
genes with top ranked genes by p-value annotated 

(b) Overrepresentation analysis for Gene Ontology Biological Process 
terms performed for up- and downregulated genes 

(c) Overrepresentation analysis for Pathway enrichment terms from 
KEGG, REAC, and WP performed for up- and downregulated genes 
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Figure 2. 
Loss of GPS2 leads to upregulation of DNA damage genes and 
downregulation of ECM genes in isolated adipocytes from the epididymal 
WAT from mice under HFD 

(a) Volcano plot of DEG results with selected up- and down-regulated 
genes with top ranked genes by p-value annotated 

(b) Overrepresentation analysis for Gene Ontology Biological Process 
terms performed for up- and downregulated genes 

(c) Overrepresentation analysis for Pathway enrichment terms from 
KEGG, REAC, and WP performed for up- and downregulated genes 
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Figure 3 
Loss of GPS2 leads to upregulation of inflammatory related pathways and 
downregulation of metabolic processes in isolated adipocytes from the 
subcutaneous WAT from mice under HFD 

(a) Volcano plot of DEG results with selected up- and down-regulated 
genes with top ranked genes by p-value annotated 

(b) Overrepresentation analysis for Gene Ontology Biological Process 
terms performed for up- and downregulated genes 

(c) Overrepresentation analysis for Pathway enrichment terms from 
KEGG, REAC, and WP performed for up- and downregulated genes 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Profiling the heterogeneity of the SVF of GPS2-AKO adipose tissue and its 
impact on whole-body metabolism 
 

Introduction 

 

Adipose Tissue: classical model of dysfunction 

The classical model of adipose tissue dysfunction posits that prolonged 

lipid stress due to diet or other factors leads to unhealthy expansion of the 

adipose tissue in an attempt to accommodate the excess lipids.  Under typical 

conditions, the adipose tissue adapts to store excess lipids through an expansion 

in the size of existing adipocytes (hypertrophy) or generation of new adipocytes 

via adipogenesis (hyperplasia)54. When the storage capacity of the tissue is 

reached through prolonged periods of positive energy balance, the adipose 

tissue becomes stressed and initiates an inflammatory response55. This program 

has both local and systemic effects that serve to promote inflammation, hypoxia 

and fibrosis. All of these processes together ultimately impair the function of the 

adipose tissue itself and eventually lead to ectopic lipid deposition in other 

tissues of the body such as the muscle, heart and liver. In addition, dysfunctional 

adipose tissue may have a drastically altered secretome, which has far-reaching 

effects on systemic inflammation and the cross-talk between adipose tissue and 

important metabolic organs including the liver and skeletal muscle56. It is thought 

that this myriad of complications together contributes to the development of 
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various physiological complications such as non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 

(NAFLD)57, T2DM and insulin resistance (IR)58 and cardiovascular disease59.  

Although multifactorial in nature, all of these complications have been 

demonstrated to result from alterations in gene expression that cascade into 

wider reaching tissue and systemic effects.  

 

Cellular composition of the adipose tissue 

Recent research has highlighted the complexity of the diverse cell 

populations that support and underlie the adipocytes, which are collectively 

known as the stromal vascular fraction (SVF). The SVF is a diverse population of 

both progenitor cells of various origins (e.g. adipocyte precursors, smooth 

muscle, endothelial) and fully differentiated cells (e.g. immune cells, fibroblasts, 

pericytes)60. Collectively, these cells have been shown to be critical for adipose 

tissue function and serve essential roles in structural organization61, 

vascularization and angiogenesis62, adipogenesis63 and the regulation of 

inflammatory response64.        

Although the stromal vascular fraction was known to be heterogeneous, 

single-cell technologies have deepened our appreciation for its complexity by 

revealing even more specialized lineages and subgroups. Burl et al65 

characterized a large cohort of cells derived from beige adipocytes stimulated by 

CL 316,243. They discovered populations of macrophages with mixed M1 and 
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M2 characteristics with specific enrichment for migration, adhesion and ECM 

remodeling.  

Other single cell studies have expanded our knowledge of both the 

underlying SVF as well as heterogeneity in the adipocytes themselves. Recent 

single cell studies have uncovered a number of different specialized subsets of 

adipocyte precursor cells (APCs). One such study by Schwalie et al66 delineated 

a new subgroup of APCs termed Areg cells due to their ability to negatively 

regulate the adipogenic potential of surrounding APCs through paracrine 

signaling. Knockdown of certain dependent genes or removal of these Aregs led 

to marked increase in adipogenesis in the depot. Another group separately 

demonstrated the existence of fibro-inflammatory progenitors, which share 

functional similarities with the Aregs but also display unique fibrotic and 

inflammatory gene profiles. Hepler et al67 showed that this novel population was 

also capable of inhibiting adipogenesis and the proportions of these cells were 

differentially regulated by high fat diet feeding. These studies as a whole have 

demonstrated the vital importance of APCs in regulating the remodeling of the 

adipose tissue and its response to stress related to metabolic imbalance. 

In addition to these APCs, immune cells are also critically important for the 

response of the adipose tissue to various stressors. Single cell studies have 

enabled the discovery of a number of specialized populations not previously 

recognized in bulk assays. Jaitin et al68 mapped the SVF of mouse epididymal 

WAT across a high fat diet time course and discovered a distinct Cd9+/Trem2+ 
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macrophage cluster with a gene signature enriched for lipid metabolism and 

classical macrophage phagocytosis genes. This cell population was validated 

and demonstrated to be present in human visceral adipose tissue and tyheir 

proportions positively correlated with body mass index (BMI). Rajhbandari et al69 

used scRNAseq to uncover a specific program of adaptive immune cells that 

expanded in response to thermogenic conditions and upregulated expression of 

IL10, a known antagonist for thermogenesis. scRNAseq has enabled more 

precise identification of important immune cell populations that contribute to 

remodeling, inflammation and thermogenesis in adipose tissue70.  

 

Remodeling of adipose tissue 

Under conditions of stress, adipocytes may release inflammatory 

cytokines and other paracrine factors that will lead to remodeling and adaptation 

of the SVF through recruitment of inflammatory cells or altered expression of 

ECM components71,72. Prolonged periods of stress caused by chronic 

inflammation or nutrient excess in the adipose tissue may impair the formation of 

new adipocytes or result in deleterious levels of fibrosis from the SVF. These 

changes may serve to further exacerbate the inflammatory response and lead to 

systemic complications73,74.  
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SVF in GPS2-AKO mice 

 Given our knowledge of the critical interplay between adipocytes and the 

SVF, we hypothesized that knockout of GPS2 in adipocytes may also be altering 

the paracrine signaling to the local tissue environment and/or its endocrine 

signaling of factors important for systemic metabolic and inflammatory pathways. 

Our previous experiments were focused on profiling gene expression directly in 

mature, GPS2-deleted adipocytes. While we found interesting differences 

between WT and KO in their response to high fat diet stress, none of the 

changes seemingly explain the unique phenotype of our GPS2-AKO mice. While 

obesity induced by GPS2 deletion in adipocytes is uncoupled from insulin 

resistance and inflammation under a chow diet, our other studies demonstrated 

that GPS2-AKO mice show much higher levels of inflammation, insulin resistance 

and adipose tissue dysfunction after being subjected to 16 weeks of high fat diet 

stress. In order to determine when this switch between phenotypes occurs, we 

decided to examine our GPS2-AKO mice after a shorter, 5-week high fat diet 

stress and profile how the underlying tissue environment is affected. After 5 

weeks of high fat diet, our KO mice show significant weight gain and the 

development of insulin resistance relative to their WT counterparts. We chose 

this time point to capture the early changes seen under a HFD stress that may be 

mediating the switch from being metabolically healthy to metabolically unhealthy 

in a setting of obesity. We were interested in examining changes in the 

underlying SVF of the adipose tissue as it is known have extensive cross-talk 
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with mature adipocytes and to be an important determinant of overall tissue and 

metabolic health. 

 

Results 

 We chose to employ single cell RNA sequencing to profile the SVF of the 

epididymal and subcutaneous adipose depots of our GPS2-AKO mice after a 5-

week HFD stress. We chose this time point after observing that our KO mice 

under HFD for this shorter period of time show a rapid decline in metabolic 

fitness, and demonstrate signs of insulin resistance without reaching the same 

body weight as observed in chow conditions. Importantly, this time point is also 

prior to our previous studies that subjected GPS2-AKO mice to a 16-week HFD 

and where we observed a strong shift towards inflammation and metabolic 

dysfunction in the KO white adipose tissue by bulk RNAseq.  

      Due to timing limitations, SVF fractions were frozen in 10% DMSO, FBS prior 

to sequencing. Cells were shown to have a >90% live dead ratio after using a 

trypan blue stain to test for viability. Suspensions were prepared and sequenced 

using the 10X genomics platform.  

 For each experiment, we sequenced the SVF from four mice per tissue 

depot and processed the initial data using the 10X Cell Ranger platform75. After 

alignment to the MM10 reference genome, the resulting matrices from Cell 

Ranger were combined using the Cellranger Aggr tool to generate a single matrix 

encompassing all the samples for downstream analysis. Post-processing 
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including clustering, annotation, and other analyses were all performed using 

Scanpy76.  

 

scRNAseq of Epididymal SVF under HFD reveals diverse populations of immune 

cell populations 

 To examine any potential differences in the underlying SVF tissue 

mediated by GPS2-deficient adipocytes under a high fat stress, we performed 

scRNA sequencing of the SVF of the Epi WAT. We did not sort the cells prior to 

sequencing in order to obtain a comprehensive view of the entire tissue. We 

identified 8,797 cells that after unbiased clustering through k-nearest neighbors 

(KNN) and the Leiden graph-clustering method77, partitioned into 14 distinct 

clusters (Figure 4a, 4b).  

In order to understand the different cell populations present, we manually 

curated a list of marker genes from other scRNAseq studies performed in the 

murine adipose tissue and SVF. We used these markers as a first pass strategy 

to annotate our clusters to a potential representative population. We can see that 

several cell populations robustly express previously validated markers (Figure 

4c). For example, cluster 8 demonstrates specific expression of known B-cell 

markers such as Cd79a, Cd79b, and Ms4a1. This annotation strategy also 

clearly delineated late stage differentiated APCs from earlier precursors due to 

their strong and distinct expression of mature markers Retn and Adipoq. We also 

clearly identified a population of mesothelial cells expressing Msln, Lrrn4, and 
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Up3kb and these cells have been shown in other scRNAseq studies to be 

present specifically in the visceral WAT78.  

The remaining cell populations were identified by examining their marker 

genes (i.e. the top differentially expressed genes in a cluster vs. all the rest of the 

clusters). Different visualization techniques of the expression of these genes 

across clusters enabled us to provide general biological identities to all of our 

clusters. This strategy also allowed us to identify subpopulations by identifying 

populations with slightly shifted expression profiles but sharing the expression of 

core marker genes (Figures 5, 6). 

 

Diverse macrophage populations are present in the Epi WAT SVF after a short 

high fat diet stress 

Given that we did not sort our cells by any known lineage markers prior to 

sequencing, the predominant cell types recovered were immune cell populations. 

Of these, we observe 3 subpopulations of macrophages (cluster 0, cluster 1, 

cluster 7) which combined represent nearly 46% of all cells identified in the 

experiment. Cluster 0 expresses general macrophage markers such as Fcer1g, 

Tyrobp, Trem2 and is enriched for genes related to phagocytosis pathways. This 

cluster likely represents resident adipose tissue macrophages involved in cell 

clearance. Cluster 1 appears to display a M2-like macrophage signature based 

on Mrc1 expression. The balance of M1/M2 macrophages are known to play a 

critical role in the inflammatory response to high fat diet in adipose tissue. Cluster 
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7 appears to be a population of proliferating macrophages based on their 

expression of Trem2, Lyz2 and cell proliferation markers Stmn, Tubb5, Birc5, and 

Mki67.  

 

Diverse myeloid cell populations present in the Epi WAT SVF 

We also identified several clusters that appear to be non-macrophage 

myeloid cells. We can see 4 main groups that appear to represent natural killer 

cells (cluster 4), dendritic cells (cluster 5), B-cells (cluster 8), and ILC2/T-regs 

(cluster 9). The B-cell cluster and the natural killer T cell cluster were both 

identified by well-characterized gene markers, Cd79a and Nkg7, respectively. 

Cluster 9 strongly expresses Gata3 and the Il33 receptor subunit Il1rl1. 

Previously, Gata3 has been shown to be a universal marker for ILC2 cells across 

different tissues and Il1rl1 was specifically shown to be enriched in adipose-

derived ILC2 cells79.  

 

Pdgfr/Pdgfr populations present in the Epi WAT SVF 

The remaining cell populations appear to be related to adipose-derived 

stromal progenitors (cluster 2, cluster 3) or mesothelial cells (cluster 10). Clusters 

2 and 3 express a high proportion of collagen and ECM related markers as well 

as canonical APC markers such as Dcn, Gsn, Fn1. Cluster 2 appears to be both 

Pdgfr/Pdgfr positive while cluster 3 is mainly marked by Pdgfr alone. We can 
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also see that cluster 3 expresses Dpp4 and Pi16, which have previously been 

used to mark a distinct mesenchymal ASC cluster found in the adipose tissue80.  

   

Compositional Analysis reveals a potential decrease in differentiating APCs in 

KO EPI SVF 

One of our main interests was in determining any condition-specific effects 

between our WT and KO SVF that were occurring in the local adipose tissue 

environment. We have employed several methods to determine if there are any 

compositional differences. We can see in Figure 7a, 7b. the relative proportions 

of each cluster split by sample and condition. We note several clusters that are 

consistently changed when accounting for replicate and litter status such as 

cluster 6 (committed APC) or cluster 8 (B-cells). In this depot, these cell 

populations were both increased in the KO SVF samples. This observation is in 

agreement with previous studies showing that high fat diet stress leads to an 

increase in the infiltration of B-cells into visceral adipose tissue, while their 

abrogation was shown to prevent the development of insulin resistance81.  

We also visualized the density of cells embedded into clusters based on 

their condition and note a higher relative density of the macrophage 

subpopulations, two ASC populations, and a committed APC cluster in our KO 

SVF (Figure 7c). It is important to note that this is a visual comparison only and 

is largely dependent on appropriate sequencing depth. 
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Finally, we used the recently developed tool scCODA82, which utilizes a 

Bayesian model, to examine compositional differences using a statistical 

algorithm. This method requires a cell population to be set as a reference and 

implicitly assumes that only a few cell types are changing. We employed this 

method (Figure 7d) and we can see that cluster 6, previously identified as 

differentiating APC cells is significantly increased in the KO condition. In order to 

remove any potential biases from selection of the reference population, we 

applied the scCODA test using every cluster as a reference and noted the 

amount of times each cluster was returned as being significantly changed. We 

observe that cluster 6 is found to be consistently changed and decreased in the 

KO SVF even when considering every other cluster as a reference. 

To investigate the presence of any condition-specific differences in these 

committed APCs, we performed differential expression testing between WT and 

KO cells assigned to cluster 6 using MAST83. We can see that there are only 4 

significant DE genes Rpl29, Cish, Sept4, Retnla at a permissive FDR cutoff. In 

general, we do not observe any transcriptional differences that would suggest an 

impairment in their capacity to differentiate or any large-scale alterations in their 

function (Figure 8). 

 

scRNAseq of SC SVF reveals diverse populations of macrophages 

We performed the same analysis for four samples of SVF derived from the 

subcutaneous depot of GPS2-AKO and WT mice. We identified 6708 cells that 
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could be resolved into 15 distinct clusters (Figure 9a, 9b). The largest 

populations of cells present are immune cells with several clusters expressing a 

diverse range of macrophage markers: Clusters 1, 3, 7. Unexpectedly, we detect 

a small population of cells expressing Mpz, a core component of the myelin 

sheath found in peripheral nerves84. We believe this likely represents a small 

source of contamination from remnants of a nerve that escaped filtration during 

the tissue preparation. 

We employed the same strategy for biological identification of clusters as 

for the epididymal depot. We first relied on manually curated marker genes taken 

from scRNAseq studies of murine SVF from the literature (Figure 10), followed 

by visual inspection of marker genes delineating each cluster (Figure 11).  

Cluster 1 expresses Mrc1 and Clecl10a, both well validated markers for 

M2-like macrophages, and also shows expression of MHCII genes. Cluster 3 

expresses general macrophage markers (Fcer1g, Tyrobp, Itgam). Functional 

enrichment of the top 100 marker genes for cluster 3 reveals a significant 

enrichment for genes involved in phagocytosis and likely represents a population 

of resident adipose tissue macrophages. Cluster 7 macrophages display a highly 

interesting gene signature where we observe a strong enrichment for both 

general macrophage markers (Lgals3, Lyz2, Cd36, Trem2, Tyrobp, and Fcer1g) 

as well as ECM and remodeling-related genes (Actb, Actg1, Col1a1, Col3a1, 

Col1a2, Col4a2, Col5a1, Col4a1). We also observe expression of pro-

inflammatory factors (Cxcl2, Ccl4, Ccl2). A similar macrophage population 
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expressing both ECM and inflammatory genes has been reported in scRNAseq 

studies of the adipose tissue after a long term 18 week high fat diet85.  

 

scRNAseq in the SC HF reveals potential cell populations related to DIO high fat 

diet stress 

Other ASC populations present include cluster 2, which are Pdgfrα/ Pdgfrβ 

positive progenitors which express high levels of collagen and ECM related 

genes. We detect a small population of cells, cluster 12, that distinctly express 

late stage adipocyte markers such as Retn and Adipoq. We speculate that this 

cluster 12 may represent a small amount of contamination as both genes are 

highly specific markers of mature adipocytes, which should be largely removed 

during the preparation of the SVF.  

We also note the presence of the recently reported DPP4+ progenitors as 

likely represented by our cluster 0 due to their specific expression of Pi16 and 

Dpp4. This cell population has recently been implicated as multipotent 

mesenchymal progenitors and was also detected in the epididymal SVF. 

Interestingly, we see an ASC population that is enriched for various 

markers associated with diet induced obesity (DIO) as seen in another study 

profiling the effects of high fat diet on APCs in visceral adipose tissue86. These 

include proinflammatory factors (Ccl2, Cxcl1, Ccl7, Cxcl3) as well as ECM 

related transcripts (Postn, Col1a1, and Bgn). There are no clusters found in the 

epididymal depot which display a similar gene expression profile as this one. 
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Compositional analyses of the SC SVF several potential changes in cell 

populations between WT and KO 

 We performed the same set of analyses to look at the potential 

compositional differences in the WT and KO SVF derived from the SC WAT. We 

can see the proportion of cells from each replicate are more variable than what 

was observed in the Epi WAT (Figure 12a, 12b). When examining the 

proportions of each cluster by replicate, there are four clusters that appear to be 

changed between WT and KO (cluster 7, cluster 9, cluster 10, and cluster 14). 

We have chosen to focus on clusters 7 and 10 as cluster 14 consists of a total of 

12 cells and cluster 9 is likely a contaminant from remnants of peripheral nerve 

that were included in the preparation. Clusters 7 and 10 were previously 

identified in this study as collagen-expressing macrophages and smooth muscle 

cells, respectively. In both cases, we can see that the populations are largely 

contributed to by KO samples when accounting for replicate status. We note that 

cluster 7 is largely made up of cells from one replicate, and both contain 

relatively few cells total.  

Similarly, density analyses reveal similar changes in proportion for cluster 

7 and 10 (Figure 12c). We can see that cluster 7 appears to be increased in the 

KO condition, however, as noted before, we can see that most of the cells are 

attributed to one KO replicate. Cluster 10 also shows increased density in the KO 

condition and this increase in the KO is consistent even when considering 
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replicates. Given the interesting nature of these clusters, we hope to further 

investigate this potential difference via flow cytometry and by increasing the 

depth of our experiment by adding replicates to the scRNAseq. 

Using the scCODA tool for cell composition returns no clusters that appear 

to be credibly changed in proportion between WT and KO (Figure 12d). Overall, 

examining the number of cells attributed to each replicate demonstrates a high 

level of variability and we believe that increased depth might reveal more robust 

changes in cell populations using this method. We observed potential changes in 

populations using other visualization techniques and believe the lack of statistical 

support from this method stems from a lower sequencing depth compared to the 

epididymal depot.   

 

Discussion 

 In this study, we have profiled the local adipose tissue environment from 

the epididymal and subcutaneous WAT depots isolated from our GPS2-AKO 

mice. Our major finding is a significant increase in the abundance of 

differentiating APCs found in the Epi WAT. We also observe interesting depot-

specific responses to HFD between the Epi SVF and SC SVF that may be 

reflective of their sensitivity to metabolic stress. 

 Using a combination of descriptive and computational methods, we found 

a cluster of cells representing differentiating APCs is increased in the SVF of the 

visceral WAT of GPS2-AKO mice. This cell population expresses multiple APC 
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markers (Pparg, Fabp4, and Adgrf5) and based on the simultaneous presence of 

a separate cluster that robustly expresses late stage differentiation markers 

(Retn, Adipoq), we identified this cluster as a subset of APCs that are committed 

but not terminally differentiated APCs. In addition to examining proportional 

changes, we also performed differential expression testing between WT and KO 

cells within this cluster of differentiating APCs. Interestingly, we detect no 

meaningful differential expression between WT and KO cells.  

 This increased proportion of cells found in our KO mice suggests 

two potential hypotheses: 1. There is a block in differentiation that prevents these 

cells from becoming fully mature adipocytes or 2. There is an increase in the 

amount of differentiating APCs at this time point in our GPS2-AKO mice.  

Addressing the first hypothesis, we posit that this increase in proportion 

found in the KO is likely due to altered paracrine signaling from the adipocytes 

that prevents terminal differentiation. In past experiments not shown here, we 

isolated the SVF from the epididymal WAT of GPS2-AKO mice and performed in 

vitro differentiation experiments. We did not note any defect in differentiation 

capacity in this setting between KO and wild-type SVF. This along with the lack 

of significant differential expression between the KO and WT APCs is suggestive 

of the fact that the cells themselves do not have any intrinsic defect in their 

differentiation capacity and there is an external signal or feedback mechanism 

from the adipocytes themselves that mediates the block. Supporting this idea, 

other studies of APCs and their differentiation potential have suggested that the 
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adipose tissue microenvironment is a stronger determinant of differentiation 

capacity than cell intrinsic factors87.  

In context with our knowledge of our knockout mouse’s whole-body 

metabolic phenotype, a block in differentiation potential seems to fit with the rapid 

decrease in adipose tissue health seen after short exposure to a high fat diet. 

One of the earliest responses of the adipose tissue to increased metabolic load 

and high fat diet stress is to promote the differentiation of new adipocytes. Any 

impairment in this ability would have significant deleterious effects on the 

underlying SVF and thus contribute to the development of associated metabolic 

complications88. 

It is important to note that the presence of increased numbers of precursor 

cells found in KO SVF, on its own, does not necessarily imply a block in 

differentiation capacity. It is possible that the differentiation of APCs is not a 

constant, continuous process but occurs in a more cyclical nature, and we 

captured a specific snapshot in time. Alternatively, this increase in APCs could 

represent a greater amount of proliferation in the KO SVF of our Epi WAT. 

Generally speaking, increased early proliferation is associated with protection 

from adipose tissue dysfunction. Given that the GPS2-AKO mice display worse 

measures of metabolic health, this increase in proliferation appears inconsistent 

with their whole-body phenotype. 

Generally speaking, the question of how to address compositional 

changes from scRNAseq data is still widely debated and the methods used here 
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are either descriptive or newly developed89. To address this issue and 

complement our current studies, we have begun to perform flow cytometry 

experiments to physically assess the presence and change in proportion of 

various cell populations from our KO and WT SVF.  

Looking specifically at the subcutaneous SVF, we see more subtle 

changes that we hope to investigate further. Although we do not appear to see 

any differences between the proportions of differentiating APCs, this result was 

expected as there are well known depot-specific differences in the response of 

various fat tissues to high fat diet. The subcutaneous depot accommodates 

excess lipids primarily by undergoing hypertrophy whereas the epi WAT expands 

through both cellular hypertrophy and hyperplasia. Scherer et al90 developed a 

genetic mouse model with inducible and permanent labeling of mature 

adipocytes that they termed the AdipoChaser mouse. They investigated the early 

dynamic changes found in both major adipose tissue depots after a high fat diet 

and observed that adipogenesis was seen in the Epi WAT after only 4 weeks of 

high fat diet, while the subcutaneous depot was only shown to undergo 

hyperplasia. The timing of our study aligns well with the study of this model and 

suggests that the subcutaneous depot should be largely exhibiting hyperplasia. 

We are currently preparing histology of the actual adipose tissues at this time 

point and will be able to assess any morphological changes in the tissue.  

  We also note the presence of several cell clusters that demonstrate an 

early response to HFD stress that we do not observe in the Epi WAT. Given the 
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status of the SC adipose tissue as a “metabolic sink” in response to energy 

surplus, we find several cell populations that appear to be altered more strongly 

in the SC versus Epi WAT in terms of response to the short high fat diet stress. 

We see an ASC population that appears to show upregulation of markers known 

to be induced under high fat diet stress. We also see a macrophage cluster 

strongly expressing inflammatory markers as well as ECM and remodeling-

related genes. We do not observe any clusters in the Epi WAT SVF that display 

similar expression profiles to either of these two populations. These results seem 

to be similar to what we observed in our RNAseq experiments on isolated 

adipocytes from our GPS2-AKO mice after 16 weeks of HFD, where the 

subcutaneous depot in the KO appears to be more sensitive to metabolic stress 

and displays higher inflammation.  

We observe a few potential depot-specific differences between our two 

experiments. Previous reports indicated that mesothelial cells are exclusively 

found in the visceral adipose tissue depots. Indeed, we detect 54 cells that are 

clearly defined by known mesothelial markers only in the epididymal depot. 

Similarly, we observe a population of 140 cells displaying known markers for 

ILC2 cells also exclusively in the epididymal depot. In the subcutaneous depot, 

we observe a population of macrophages expressing collagen and ECM related 

markers as well as a group of smooth muscle cells that have no known correlate 

with cell populations found in the epididymal depot. 
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Finally, we have planned a series of experiments that will address whether 

or not there is some block in differentiation of APCs being mediated by signaling 

from the adipocytes. We will perform in vitro differentiation experiments on KO 

and WT SVF treated with either conditioned media or exosomes derived from 

WT or KO isolated adipocytes. Previously, we had performed in vitro 

differentiation experiments with isolated SVF and found no defect in 

differentiation capacity. However, the SVF was isolated, plated and cultured 

removed from any potential signaling from the adipocytes. We believe our 

proposed experiments here will better recapitulate the local microenvironment of 

the native adipose tissue as well as reveal any potential paracrine effects from 

the adipocytes. If we observe a difference in the ability of our KO adipocytes to 

impair the differentiation of the SVF, we plan to perform mass spectrometry 

experiments to identify potential secreted factors that may be mediating this 

change. In order to more robustly assess if cell populations are changed in our 

WT and KO adipose tissue, we have also begun preliminary validation of a flow 

cytometry panel to capture and more accurately quantify our identified cell 

populations.  

 We also believe that potential changes in the secretome of adipocytes 

upon GPS2 knockout may explain the whole-body phenotype we observe. It has 

been well documented that secreted factors from the adipocytes can mediate 

changes in systemic insulin sensitivity and inflammation. An early defect in 

differentiation capacity in the adipose tissue could feedback to generate more 
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fibrosis and dysfunction in the SVF and further shift the secretome of the 

adipocytes to a pro-inflammatory, pro-diabetic profile. In the previous chapter, we 

highlighted potential candidates for differentially secreted factors found in our KO 

mice based on our RNAseq and ChIPseq experiments.  

 

Open questions and Future Directions 

 We have profiled the SVF of the Epi WAT and SC WAT of our GPS2-KO 

mice after a brief exposure to a high fat diet. Previously, we had profiled the 

isolated adipocytes of our GPS2-AKO mice after a long term 16-week high fat 

diet. In concordance with published work with a different GPS2-AKO mouse 

model29, we can see that GPS2-deficient adipocytes are highly inflamed relative 

to their WT counterparts. This is in contrast to what we observe under a chow 

diet where our GPS2-AKO mice are obese and yet protected from local and 

systemic metabolic complications related to HFD.  

 In total, we have examined the SVF of both depots from WT and GPS2-

AKO mice under high fat diet for 5 weeks. Our previous work generated RNAseq 

data from the isolated adipocytes of these same depots after 16 weeks of HFD. 

To match our early timepoint, we would like to profile the isolated adipocytes at 5 

weeks to understand what is happening directly in the adipocytes where GPS2 is 

deleted. Although our past experiments were performed using bulk RNAseq, we 

would like to begin incorporating single nuclei RNA sequencing of isolated 

adipocytes to better characterize the heterogeneity of these cells.   
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 As mentioned, we are actively performing flow cytometry experiments to 

more robustly identify cell populations changed in proportion between our WT 

and KO. Once we have these results, we will more closely study any cell 

populations confirmed to be changed between WT and KO SVF. Given that we 

will have sorted the cells, we will be able to potentially look at differences in gene 

expression that may be a result of altered paracrine signaling in the SVF due to 

loss of GPS2 in the adipocytes.  

In order to fully understand this switch, we have also planned on 

performing the same set of experiments in our adipose tissue depots under chow 

diet. Profiling the underlying cell environment at this time point may reveal 

potential cell populations responsible for maintaining metabolic health despite the 

condition of obesity. We would also like to see if our GPS2-AKO mice exposed to 

a chow diet for a longer period of time eventually show similar signs of 

inflammation and IR as they do after even short periods of HFD stress. Together 

with our characterization of our mice under HFD stress, expanding our profiling of 

the GPS2-AKO mice under chow will allow us to better understand what drives 

the switch between phenotypes as well as what changes may mediate the 

protective phenotype observed under chow.  

 We have taken preliminary steps to observe how paracrine effects from 

our GPS2-AKO adipocytes may influence the local tissue environment. However, 

adipokines are known to have more than just paracrine effects and many studies 

have demonstrated their systemic effects on whole body metabolism and 
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crosstalk between other organ systems of the body such as skeletal muscle or 

the pancreas. Once we have performed our preliminary experiments looking at 

potential secreted factors using mass spectrometry, we will validate whether any 

of our candidates are found in circulation. Other studies of the GPS2-AKO mice 

have suggested that long range signaling from the adipocytes may influence 

pancreatic beta cell function91. Given this precedent, we hope to more thoroughly 

investigate the potential systemic effects of GPS2-deficiency in the adipose 

tissue.  
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Figures and Figure Legends 

 

        

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 
scRNAseq of the epididymal WAT detects 13 distinct clusters  

(a) Total number of cells in each cluster in descending order 
(b) UMAP visualization of leiden clustering with fully annotated clusters 
(c) Dotplot of gene expression across clusters for curated marker genes 

from the literature 
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Figure 5. 
Top marker genes that defined each cluster in the epididymal white 
adipose tissue 

Dotplot displaying log fold changes top 4 marker genes ranked by p-value 
used for cluster generation and annotation. Marker genes are determined 
by performing differential expression of highly variable genes from one 
cluster vs. all the other clusters using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.  
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Figure 6. 
Visualization of marker genes used for identification of cell populations 
reveals their specificity and expression across cells from the epididymal 
white adipose tissue depot 

Violin plots for top marker genes used to annotate clusters. A selection of 
marker genes used for the identification of macrophage, immune cell, and 
APC populations.  
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Figure 7. 
Different methods demonstrate potential changes in proportion of APC and 
macrophage populations between WT and KO samples in epididymal SVF 

(a) Proportion of each cluster represented by replicate  
(b) Stacked barplot of proportions of each cluster  
(c) Heatmaps of cell density split between WT and KO 
(d) SCCoda analysis of potential proportional changes between WT and 

KO 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. 
Differential expression between WT and KO cells in cluster 6 (Committed 
APCs) reveals no significant changes in gene expression 

Differential expression was performed using the MAST methodology 
developed specifically for DEG analysis in single cell RNAseq 
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Figure 9. 
scRNAseq of the subcutaneous WAT detects 15 distinct clusters  

(a) Total number of cells in each cluster in descending order 
(b) UMAP visualization of leiden clustering with fully annotated clusters 
(c) Dotplot of gene expression across clusters for curated marker genes 

from the literature 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. 
Top marker genes that defined each cluster in the subcutaneous white 
adipose tissue 

Dotplot displaying log fold changes top 4 marker genes ranked by p-value 
used for cluster generation and annotation. Marker genes are determined 
by performing differential expression of highly variable genes from one 
cluster vs. all the other clusters using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.  
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Figure 11. 
Visualization of marker genes used for identification of cell populations 
reveals their specificity and expression across cells from the 
subcutaneous white adipose tissue depot 

Violin plots for top marker genes used to annotate clusters. A selection of 
marker genes used for the identification of macrophage, immune cell, and 
APC populations. 
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Figure 12. 

Different methods demonstrate potential changes in proportion of smooth 
muscle cells and macrophage populations between WT and KO samples in 
subcutaneous SVF 

(a) Proportion of each cluster represented by replicate  
(b) Stacked barplot of proportions of each cluster  
(c) Heatmaps of cell density split between WT and KO 
(d) SCCoda analysis of potential proportional changes between WT and 

KO 
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CHAPTER 3 

 Role of GPS2 in mediating skeletal muscle cell differentiation in vitro 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Muscle differentiation: a model for transcriptional regulation 

Another well-characterized model that has elucidated the importance of 

transcriptional regulation during differentiation is skeletal muscle. Muscle is a 

highly complex tissue that in addition to its most well-known function in enabling 

locomotion and movement also serves to mediate whole-body metabolism. Fully 

developed muscle tissue is tightly organized into large, bundled myofibers 

consisting of multiple myofibrils. These bundles are surrounded and supported by 

a robust extracellular matrix and muscle tissue is also highly innervated and 

vascularized92. Force generation and subsequent locomotion is achieved through 

the contraction of the sarcomere, a highly organized network of filaments and 

motor proteins. To enable contraction and movement, muscle contains a 

specialized network of mitochondria and metabolic processes that adapt and 

support the energy demands of the tissue93. 

Development of skeletal muscle is a visually striking process that 

transforms individual cells resembling fibroblasts into highly striated and 

multinucleated fibers. It was discovered in the early 1970s that this morphological 
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process is largely governed by the actions of a single transcription factor named 

MyoD94. This transcription factor, often referred to as the master regulator of 

muscle differentiation, was shown to be sufficient for proper development of 

muscle tissue. Surprisingly, it was also shown that forced expression of MyoD in 

completely distinct cell types such as fibroblasts, liver cells, or fat cells was 

capable of converting these lineages to skeletal muscle cells95.  

The vast majority of skeletal muscle tissue is established and patterned 

during embryogenesis. A wide variety of morphogens including Sonic Hedgehog, 

Wnt, and BMP partition the developing embryo into the various tissue layers that 

will eventually become mature muscle tissue located throughout the body of the 

organism96. Outside of embryogenesis, post-natal skeletal muscle is repaired and 

regenerated through the proliferation and differentiation of satellite cells. These 

cells are muscle-resident stem cells that are essential for muscle regeneration as 

shown by the impairment of muscle regeneration in vivo after their specific 

ablation97. 

 

Myogenic Regulatory Factors: MRFs 

 MyoD was the first myogenic regulatory factor discovered and was termed 

the master regulator of muscle differentiation largely based on its ability to 

reprogram non-muscle cells to a muscle lineage. However, MyoD belongs to a 

larger family of transcription factors termed the Myogenic Regulatory Factors 
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(MRFs) which also include Myogenin (MyoG), Myf5 (Myogenic Factor 5), and 

Mrf4 (Myogenic Regulatory Factor 4). 

 Each of these factors contain a basic helix-loop-helix domain (bHLH), 

which recognizes the E-Box domain motif (CANNTG), which is located 

throughout the genome in different promoter and enhancer regions of both 

muscle-related and non-muscle related specific genes. Prior to binding of the E-

Box, the MRFs will either heterodimerize with E-proteins or homodimerize to 

exert their regulatory effects on gene transcription.  

 Initially, it was suggested that MyoD and Myf5 are primarily responsible for 

the commitment and early stages of differentiation while Mrf4 and MyoG direct 

the terminal differentiation of committed cells. However, later work has 

emphasized the broad functional overlap between the MRFs throughout all 

stages of differentiation as well as the existence of an extensive auto- and cross-

regulatory network between them98. For example, MyoD has been shown to 

remodel the chromatin environment in the MyoG promoter region prior to direct 

binding and activation through MyoD99.  

 

MyoD: Mechanism of Action 

 Lineage determination of cells is accomplished in part by the remodeling 

of chromatin to silence genes extraneous to the ultimate function of the fully 

differentiated cell and activate lineage-specific genes. Initial attempts to uncover 

the mechanism by which MyoD facilitates skeletal muscle differentiation focused 
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on its role as a pioneering factor capable of inducing remodeling and 

transcription in previously inaccessible chromatin regions100. 

 Mechanistically, MyoD was shown to directly bind to the histone 

acetyltransferase (HAT) p300 and p300/CBP-associated factor (PCAF) to form 

complexes with distinct activity. Both of these coactivators were shown to 

strongly activate MyoD-mediated transcription with p300 responsible for the 

acetylation of histones H3 and H4 to recruit pCAF, which directly acetylates 

MyoD and enhances transactivation19. MyoD also directly recruits the SWI/SNF 

chromatin remodeling complex through interactions with the BAF60c subunit 

prior to gene activation101. MyoD has also been shown to play a role in gene 

repression by binding through HDAC1 to regulate MyoD-dependent gene 

transcription20 

 

C2C12: In vitro model of muscle differentiation 

 One of the most widely used tools in the study of muscle differentiation 

was developed in 1977 by Yaffe and Saxel102. Their work isolated a cloned 

population of cells derived from the thigh muscle of adult mice post-injury. A 

subclone of these original cells became known as the C2C12 line and have been 

widely used for the in vitro study of muscle differentiation. They proliferate rapidly 

under conditions of high serum and are induced to differentiate into 

multinucleated myotubes upon serum withdrawal103. Importantly, the 
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transcriptional networks that direct muscle differentiation in C2C12 cells closely 

resemble what is observed in vivo104,105.  

 

Role of GPS2 in skeletal muscle differentiation 

 Prior work by Treuter et al28 demonstrated that c-Jun is largely responsible 

for recruiting GPS2 to enhancer sites in macrophages. They demonstrated a 

significant genome wide overlap between GPS2 and c-Jun as well as showed a 

direct physical binding between the two factors. It has been well established that 

c-Jun preferentially binds to enhancer regions in C2C12s. It was also shown to 

physically interact with MyoD and loss of c-Jun at enhancer regions reduced 

levels of enhancer-specific histone marks such as H3K4me1 and H3K27ac in 

these regions106. Given the known association between GPS2 and c-Jun, we 

wished to determine if c-Jun was mediating the binding and actions of GPS2 in 

the context of MyoD-mediated regulation of gene expression during muscle 

differentiation.  

We have separately also demonstrated that GPS2 plays an important role 

as an activator for the transcription and expression of nuclear encoded 

mitochondrial genes in a model of fat cell differentiation. Both adipose tissue and 

skeletal muscle are both metabolic organs that  

Given the similarities between the underlying transcriptional processes 

and the importance of mitochondrial gene expression, we sought to determine if 

we observed similar mechanisms for the regulation of gene expression through 
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GPS2 in muscle cells. A preliminary experiment in our laboratory had 

demonstrated that knockdown of GPS2 via siRNA in undifferentiated cells led to 

a subsequent impairment of muscle differentiation as measured by 

immunofluorescence staining for myosin heavy chain (data not shown).  

 

Results 

GPS2 is expressed in a model of in vitro muscle differentiation 

 In order to begin exploring the role of GPS2 in muscle differentiation, we 

first profiled the expression of GPS2 in the C2C12 cell line across a 6-day time 

course. Western blot experiments that GPS2 levels increase during 

differentiation, either through upregulated expression or stabilization (Figure 

13a). As a positive control, we profiled the expression of known muscle markers 

over the time course (Figure 13a). MyoD has been typically shown to be an early 

to mid-stage regulator of the muscle differentiation process107. As expected, in 

our experiment, MyoD is expressed in undifferentiated myoblasts and the 

expression is lost by d4 of differentiation. MyHC is commonly used as a marker 

for distinguishing undifferentiated vs. differentiated cells and we can clearly 

observe its expression only post induction of differentiation108. Based on separate 

siRNA experiments, we determined that the three bands at or below 50 kDa are 

specific for GPS2 (Figure 13b). Though we speculate that they potentially 

represent post-translationally modified forms of GPS2, that discussion is beyond 

the scope of this work. These dynamic changes in the expression of GPS2 
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across differentiation suggest a potential role in mediating either the development 

or the functionality of differentiated myoblasts.  

GPS2 binds primarily to non-promoter genomic regions throughout muscle 

differentiation 

 Based on our knowledge of GPS2 in other models of cellular 

differentiation and its role as a transcriptional co-factor, we wanted to investigate 

the binding of GPS2 on a genome-wide level across the course of differentiation 

in C2C12s. To address this, we performed a ChIPseq experiment in WT C2C12 

cells and profiled GPS2 occupancy at four timepoints: i) undifferentiated 

myoblasts, ii) 3hrs post-differentiation, and iii) 2 days post differentiation to 

capture early changes in the transcriptional profile of differentiating cells, and iv) 

4 days post differentiation to represent terminally differentiated myotubes. We 

performed two ChIP experiments for GPS2 at each timepoint and submitted the 

extracted DNA for library preparation and sequencing. We processed the 

ChIPseq according to the methods described and combined the replicates at 

each time point.  

We find a total of 30071, 15348, 22630, and 13271 GPS2 peaks from 

undifferentiated myoblasts, myoblasts differentiated for 3hrs, myoblasts 

differentiated for 2 days, and myoblasts differentiated for 4 days, respectively 

(Figure 14). We can see by observing the proportion of peaks annotated to 

various genomic regions that a high percentage of peaks from each time point 

are located in intronic or intergenic regions. Overall these distal peaks represent 
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more than 90% of the peaks present in each time point. Given this binding 

pattern, we sought to determine if these peaks were located in enhancer regions, 

which are often in intronic / intergenic regions and regulate expression of distant 

target genes.   

To enable the identification of potential enhancer regions in C2C12s, we 

leveraged the availability of existing published ChIPseq data stored in the GEO 

repository for known enhancer marks. We analyzed and processed data for 

H3K27ac109, H3K4me3109, H3K4me1110, MyoD110, p300111, and c-Jun112  taken at 

several points throughout the differentiation process. These ChIPseq data are 

publicly available under the following GEO accession numbers: 

H3K27ac/H3K4me3 – GSE76010, H3K4me1/MyoD – GSE25549, p300 – 

GSE25308, c-Jun – GSE109636. H3k27ac and H3k4me1 are known, highly 

conserved histone marks found enriched in enhancer regions and H3K4me3 is 

often used as a marker of active transcription. MyoD and p300 are important 

factors shown to bind to a majority of muscle-specific enhancers in both 

myoblasts and myotubes.  

We generated normalized coverage tracks for each mark and examined 

the signal distribution surrounding our GPS2 peaks at each time point. Figure 15 

shows a heatmap displaying the signal strength of H3K27ac, H3K4me1, 

H3K4me3 and MyoD centered around each of the 30,071 peaks found for GPS2 

in myoblasts and we used k-means clustering to group the peaks into three main 

clusters.  
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In myoblasts, Cluster 1 shows H3K27ac and H3K4me1 enriched at the 

peak center, and enriched regions of H3K4me3 flanking the peak center. Cluster 

2 consists of GPS2 peaks with both strong enrichment for H3K27ac and 

H3K4me1 at their peak center, and MyoD binding shifted up- or downstream of 

the peak center and likely represent a subset of classical muscle enhancers. 

Cluster 3 contains a subset of peaks that display H3K27ac and H3K4me1 at their 

peak center with the vast majority of peaks in this cluster seemingly binding away 

from any enriched areas for H3K27ac and H3K4me1.  

Previous work demonstrated that c-Jun is the main factor responsible for 

recruiting GPS2 to AP-1 binding sites to repress inflammatory gene expression in 

macrophages. Given this data, we generated similar coverage tracks for c-Jun 

binding in undifferentiated myoblasts and observe a pattern similar to MyoD and 

p300 binding (Figure 16). Namely, we see a shifted binding pattern where c-Jun 

binding appears centered at roughly 500bp up- or downstream of GPS2 peaks. 

In regards to its overlap with MyoD binding, it is known in the literature that MyoD 

and c-Jun are capable of physically interacting. As well, c-Jun was shown to be 

enriched at the center of enhancers found in myoblasts and this enrichment was 

also linked to MyoD binding.  

We performed the same analyses for the other timepoints found in our 

ChIPseq and generated similar heatmaps of signal enrichment for various 

histone marks (Figures 17, 18, 19). We observe the same general pattern of 

GPS2 peak binding in relation to these histone marks and factors. In the 
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undifferentiated time points, myoblasts and 3hrs, we generally observe three 

main classes of peaks: 1. A group of GPS2 peaks with proximal MyoD binding, 

and enrichment for both H3K27ac and H3K4me1, 2. A group of GPS2 peaks that 

are enriched for H3K4me3 and H3k4me1, and 3. A group of GPS2 peaks 

primarily marked by H3K4me1 that also contains a subset of peaks that are not 

in close proximity to enriched signal for any of these marks.  

In differentiated myoblasts, at times d2 and d4, we also see three main 

clusters of peaks. There is a pronounced cluster of GPS2 peaks that show 

proximal MyoD binding and very strong enrichment for both H3K27ac and 

H3K4me1. The second cluster generally comprises GPS2 peaks with more 

diffuse MyoD binding but also enriched for H3K27ac and H3K4me1. The third 

cluster is mostly marked by H3K4me1 alone but includes a large subset of peaks 

that bind distally to regions marked by either H3k27ac or H3k4me1. 

To better determine potential regulatory targets, we isolated the peaks 

from these clusters and performed both motif analysis and functional enrichment. 

We focused on peaks found in myoblasts and d2 of differentiation to combine 

with RNAseq data we generated at these same time points. The GREAT tool for 

ChIPseq incorporates distal binding sites and a genomic region-based 

enrichment test to better annotate cis-regulatory elements. In myoblasts for 

cluster 1, using the GREAT algorithm, we can see that the peaks are enriched for 

genes related to RNA processing, ncRNA processing, ribosome biogenesis and 

tRNA processing (Figure 20a). Motif enrichment reveals no significantly enriched 
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motifs found in the binding locations (Figure 20b). It is interesting to note that 

this first cluster contains 263 out of the 521 GPS2 peaks annotated to promoter-

TSS regions suggesting that GPS2 is binding to active promoters or in proximity 

to genes actively transcribed. 

The same analyses performed for cluster 2 show a functional enrichment 

for genes related to focal adhesions, extracellular matrix organization, and 

regulation of cell shape (Figure 21a). These terms correspond to genes 

responsible for the patterning of cells into myotubes during the differentiation 

process. We find a number of enriched motifs corresponding to AP-1 complex 

binding factors including c-Jun, Fra, and BATF (Figure 21b). We can see that 

this cluster of peaks also shows p300 binding shifted up- and downstream in a 

similar pattern as seen for MyoD binding and confirming their status as 

enhancers.  

Interestingly, we also observe a large proportion of peaks that are 

primarily enriched for H3K4me1 in cluster 3 and we speculate that these peaks 

may represent a subset of enhancers which are “poised” and become active later 

in the differentiation time course. Supporting this idea, the genes marked strongly 

by GPS2, H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and MyoD (cluster 1) at d2 are largely found to 

be marked by H3K4me1 in myoblasts. Out of the 1226 peaks (K27ac+, K4me1+, 

MyoD+) at d2, we find 784 are marked by GPS2 peaks enriched near regions of 

H3k4me1 and 643 that are in close proximity to enriched regions for H3K27ac, 

H3K4me1, and MyoD in myoblasts. 
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We performed the same set of analyses for the peaks found at each 

timepoint. Specifically focusing on day 2, we can see a similar pattern of GPS2 

binding in relation to known enhancer marks. We again performed k-means 

clustering to generate three main groups. We can see GPS2 peaks that show a 

strong enrichment for H3K27ac and H3K4me1 at their peak center with MyoD 

binding shifted ~500bp up- and downstream. The second cluster of peaks show 

strong enrichment for H3K27ac and H3K4me1 at their peak center but display 

more diffuse MyoD binding. The third cluster largely represents peaks that are 

primarily marked by H3K4me1.   

 Functional enrichment for the first cluster of peaks at d2 returns classical 

muscle differentiation terms such as myofibril assembly, muscle cell 

development, and actomyosin structure (Figure 22a). We speculate given the 

strong pattern of MyoD binding and enrichment for enhancer marks that these 

genes represent a subset of the classical program of muscle genes that become 

active in the course of differentiation. Motif finding for these peaks demonstrate 

no significantly enriched motifs at our GPS2 peak locations (Figure 22b).  

The second cluster of peaks at d2 is also enriched for certain muscle 

differentiation terms such as sarcomere organization, and actomyosin structure, 

but also contains more general terms related to processes such as apoptosis 

signaling, cell cycle, and regulation of gene expression (Figure 23a). Motif 

finding on the peaks in this cluster reveal an enrichment for AP-1 complex factors 

(Figure 23b).  
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RNAseq data demonstrates GPS2 is important for muscle-specific differentiation 

programs 

 Our binding data from the ChIPseq experiments suggest that GPS2 binds 

to a subset of MyoD-bound enhancers throughout differentiation. These peaks 

were shown to be annotated and functionally enriched for critical muscle 

development terms and processes such as myofibril assembly, cell cycle and 

actomyosin organization. To determine which genes are directly and indirectly 

regulated by GPS2, we performed RNAseq analysis on WT and GPS2-KO 

C2C12 cells. We chose two time points, myoblasts and 2 days post 

differentiation, to match to the corresponding time points from our ChIPseq data. 

We primarily focused on three main sets of differentially expressed analyses: 

differentially expressed genes at each time point between conditions, genes that 

changed in a condition-specific manner over time, and genes that naturally 

become differentially expressed over the course of differentiation.  

First, we performed differential expression on our WT samples over time. 

In agreement with established literature, we observe an upregulation of canonical 

muscle differentiation terms and a robust downregulation of cell cycle terms in 

differentiated cells compared with undifferentiated (data not shown). Next, we 

performed differential expression testing between undifferentiated WT and KO 

cells to determine what genes are changed before the start of differentiation due 
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to loss of GPS2. We find 1717 DEGs at a FDR cutoff of < .1 with 984 upregulated 

and 733 downregulated in our KO C2C12s. Amongst the upregulated genes, we 

observe enrichment for pathways related to extracellular matrix organization, and 

PI3K-AKT signaling. The downregulated genes show enrichment for axon 

guidance and semaphorin-related pathways (Figure 24a). Performing the same 

analysis between the WT and KO C2C212s at d2 reveals 2635 DEGs. The 1422 

upregulated genes at d2 show enrichment for PI3-AKT signaling, adipogenesis, 

and transcription-related pathways while the 1213 downregulated genes are 

enriched primarily for cell cycle, and cell cycle regulation terms (Figure 24b).  

In addition to examining the transcriptional profile at each time point 

between WT and KO cells, we also wanted to determine if there were any genes 

changed in a condition-specific manner over time. Given our knowledge of GPS2 

and its role in chromatin remodeling, we were particularly interested in genes that 

showed differential expression over time between WT and KO. To test this, we 

performed a LRT test between the full DESeq2 model and a reduced model 

excluding time as a variable. This analysis resulted in 882 genes identified that 

display a condition-specific effect over time. Functional pathway enrichment of 

these genes reveals a strong association with a number of different cell cycle and 

cell cycle checkpoint terms. In order to visualize the differing expression profiles 

of these genes over time, we converted the normalized counts for each sample 

into z-scores, grouped the genes using hierarchical clustering, and plotted them 

on a heatmap. We can see the profile of the normalized counts for each 
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differentially expressed gene across time and condition visualized by heatmap 

(Figure 25). The columns of the heatmap represent every replicate sample taken 

from WT, KO1, KO2 from myoblasts to day 2. The first eight columns 

demonstrate how the expression of these genes change over time in the wild-

type C2C12s with the first four representing samples from myoblasts and the last 

four representing samples from d2. This is repeated for each knockout line to 

demonstrate how the expression of these genes display a condition-specific 

effect over time in our GPS2-KO lines.   

 

Overlap between ChIPseq and RNAseq identifies enhancers and their regulated 

genes at each time point 

 To better determine direct targets of GPS2 regulation, we sought to 

overlap the peaks we clustered into groups based on their pattern of histone 

mark enrichment with our differentially expressed genes discovered through 

RNAseq. For both time points, myoblasts and d2, we used the DEG generated 

by comparing between WT and KO within that timepoint. For example, the DEG 

in myoblasts are genes that are differentially expressed between WT and KO 

C2C12s even before differentiation due to loss of GPS2. Similarly, the DEG list at 

d2 represents the differences between WT and KO cells both differentiated for 

two days in parallel. 

In myoblasts, we find a total of 1171 peaks that are annotated to genes 

that are differentially expressed between WT and GPS2-KO C2C12s (Figure 
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26a). We then performed functional enrichment using GREAT on the peaks for 

each cluster. Cluster 1 returns no significantly enriched terms. Cluster 2 is 

enriched for terms related to cell motility, cell migration, and cellular movement 

while cluster 3 displays terms related to muscle fiber development, action 

potentials, and angiogenesis (Figure 26b). 

 Repeating the same analysis for the GPS2 peaks found at d2 reveals 

1528 peaks annotated to DEG between WT and KO (Figure 27a). Cluster 1 

shows no enrichment terms while Cluster 2 is heavily enriched for classical 

muscle differentiation terms such as actin organization, striated muscle tissue 

development, and muscle morphogenesis. Cluster 3 displays enrichment of 

mixed terms relating to neuronal guidance, synapse, and response to 

norepinephrine/catecholamines (Figure 27b).  

 We also overlapped the peaks found in myoblasts with genes that were 

determined to be differentially expressed over time in a condition-specific 

manner. We postulated that these genes were candidates for loci where 

remodeling of the chromatin environment in a GPS2-dependent manner was 

necessary for their proper activation or repression through the course of 

differentiation. We found that 576 out of the 882 differentially expressed genes 

across time also display an annotated GPS2 binding event in myoblasts (Figure 

28a). We performed functional enrichment for the peak annotations of these 

overlaps and found that cluster 2 was highly enriched for classical muscle 

development terms. This cluster of peaks display canonical enhancer signatures 
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and suggests that the binding of GPS2 in myoblasts to these regions is important 

for the regulation of genes critical for the core muscle differentiation process over 

time (Figure 28b). Overlapping peaks found in cluster 3 are enriched for cell 

migration, cell locomotion and cell movement pathways. This cluster of peaks 

was speculated to represent poised enhancers and the loss of GPS2 appears to 

disrupt the proper expression of genes related to early differentiation processes 

like cell migration and cell movement (Figure 28c).  

 

Loss of GPS2 via siRNA knockdown or CRISPR-Cas9 mediated KO leads to 

impaired differentiation 

 Prior work in the laboratory demonstrated that C2C12 differentiation was 

impaired after siRNA mediated knockdown of GPS2. In order to further validate 

the importance of GPS2 in muscle differentiation, we developed two pooled 

CRISPR-Cas9 mediated C2C12 cell lines with genomic deletions for GPS2. We 

employed two separate strategies, one utilizing two guides targeting both exon 1 

and exon 6 (KO1) and another that incorporated a single guide targeting a region 

in exon 6 of GPS2 (KO2). We confirmed the deletions via deep sequencing of the 

targeted regions, which confirmed that around 30% of amplicons found in KO1 

corresponded to a frameshift mutation resulting in a stop codon in exon 6 and 

40% of the remaining amplicons resulting in a mutation that alters a stretch of 4 

amino acids at the C-terminal end of GPS2. We speculate that this change 

results in a conformational change that destabilizes GPS2. For KO1, we observe 
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around 70% of contigs that correspond to a frameshift mutation resulting in a 

premature stop codon in exon 1.  

 In order to investigate to which extent the loss of GPS2 leads to an 

impairment in muscle differentiation, we conducted a 6-day time course 

comparing WT and KO lines. Immunofluorescence for GPS2 and Myosin Heavy 

Chain (MyHC) in differentiated myotubes at 6 days revealed significant 

impairment in differentiation as seen by the reduced staining for MyHC in both 

the KO lines. Due to the pooled nature of our cell lines, we expect a certain 

proportion of cells to remain wild-type due to either successful repair of the 

genomic editing or the presence of potential synonymous mutations or cases 

where the editing did not occur in the first place. Interestingly, the myotubes that 

successfully differentiated appear to be GPS2-positive in both KO cell lines. 

However, these few GPS2-positive myotubes are surrounded by a large number 

of undifferentiated cells that lack staining for GPS2. These results clearly 

demonstrate that loss of GPS2 impairs differentiation and formation of myotubes 

(Figures 29, 30).  

 

Discussion 

In this chapter, we have examined the role of GPS2 in muscle 

differentiation through ChIPseq and RNAseq with the goal of identifying GPS2-

mediated regulation of the chromatin environment and gene expression. We first 

profiled the genomic occupancy of GPS2 throughout the differentiation time 
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course. Through simple annotation of our discovered peaks, we observed a high 

proportion of peaks (> 90% in each timepoint) annotated to distal locations within 

introns or intergenic regions. This pattern of binding suggested to us that GPS2 

may be binding to and influencing enhancer regions, which are known to regulate 

target gene expression through long range interactions. To directly answer this 

question, we processed publicly available data for known histone marks and 

regulatory factors important for muscle-specific enhancers. We generated 

normalized coverage tracks for each of these marks and visualized their signal 

centered around our GPS2 peaks via heatmaps. Throughout all the time points, 

we can see a clear subset of our GPS2 peaks binding to regions strongly 

enriched for H3K27ac and H3K4me1. This suggests that GPS2 is binding to and 

mediating the activity of enhancers throughout the differentiation process.   

Given our previous knowledge of the role of GPS2 in regulating 

mitochondrial genes in other models, we wished to investigate whether we see a 

similar mechanism in C2C12s. We downloaded the MitoCarta3.0 database and 

overlapped known mitochondrial genes with our annotated list of peaks. Out of 

the 1140 identified mitochondrial genes, we see 461 and 367 GPS2 peaks in 

myoblasts and d2 that are annotated to these same genes. Interestingly, only a 

small fraction of these bound genes appear to be differentially expressed in our 

GPS2-KO C2C12 lines at these time points. However, it has been observed that 

during muscle differentiation there is a massive upregulation of mitochondrial 

encoded protein expression in absence of markedly increased mtDNA copy 
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number or mitochondrial gene transcription113. This suggests that post-

transcriptional mechanisms may be more important for the regulation of 

mitochondrial genes in this setting. Importantly, we have recently demonstrated 

that GPS2 plays a key role in regulating mitochondrial-associated protein 

translation through K63 ubiquitination. We speculate that this non-transcriptional 

mechanism may be the major means of GPS2-mediated mitochondrial gene 

regulation in this setting. 

Focusing on our profiling of GPS2 binding and expression data in 

myoblasts, we can see three main groups of regulatory regions marked by GPS2 

binding in relation to the patterning of known histone marks. The first cluster is 

marked primarily by H3K27ac, H3k4me1 enriched at the peak center flanked by 

enrichment for H3k4me3. H3K4me3 is typically seen marking the promoter 

region and transcription start sites at a genome-wide level. Interestingly, if we 

subset these peaks to the promoter peaks, we do not see any functional or 

pathway enrichment for the associated annotated genes suggesting they 

regulate a diverse set of processes.  

The second cluster of GPS2 peaks appear to be classical enhancers 

marked by H3K27ac, H3K4me1, MyoD, p300 and c-Jun and linked to many 

genes related to ECM, cell adhesion, and cell shape. At these peak locations, we 

can clearly see GPS2 enriched for H3K27ac and H3K4me1 but shifted from the 

center of binding for the factors MyoD, p300 and c-Jun. These peaks appear to 

represent enhancers that support the regulation of genes important for the core 
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differentiation process as they are enriched for terms such as myofibril assembly, 

and actomyosin organization.  

The last cluster of peaks appear to contain a large number of poised 

enhancer sites as evidenced by their enrichment for H3K4me1. Functional 

enrichment of these peaks reveals no significant pathways or terms. When we 

subset these peaks by whether their expression is changed in our GPS2-KO 

C2C12s, we observe enrichment for various pathways related to muscle 

differentiation including action potentials, cell migration, and muscle 

development. This suggests that loss of GPS2 at these potential poised 

enhancers is sufficient to alter their regulation even in the undifferentiated state. 

 To determine whether these GPS2 peaks could be linked to the regulation 

of the expression of their annotated genes, we overlapped our ChIPseq data with 

our RNAseq data. Our first set of analyses were focused on looking at changes 

in gene expression that occurred between WT and KO cells at a particular time 

point. For instance, our overlap in myoblasts was looking at genes where loss of 

GPS2 prior to differentiation already led to changes in gene expression. We can 

see that peaks in cluster 2 of myoblasts appear to be direct targets of GPS2 and 

regulate genes responsible for cell motility and migration. Peaks in cluster 3 are 

also generally enriched for muscle contraction, synapse organization and muscle 

development. Dysregulation of these classes of genes prior to the induction of 

differentiation may be the main contributor to our phenotype of impaired myotube 

formation upon loss of GPS2.  
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 At d2, we find no functional enrichment for overlapping peaks found in our 

ChIPseq and RNAseq in cluster 1 that are strongly marked by MyoD, K27ac, and 

K4me1. For cluster 2, which is marked by K27ac, K4me1 and more diffuse MyoD 

binding, we observe enrichment for core muscle development terms like muscle 

development and muscle tissue morphogenesis. This suggests that GPS2 is still 

bound to enhancer regions linked to active muscle gene programs at d2 as these 

genes are also differentially expressed between WT and GPS2-KO C2C12s at 

this same time.  

 Intriguingly, the enrichment of overlapping peaks and genes for cluster 3 

at d2 show enrichment for synapse assembly, response to norepinephrine and 

neuronal projection. As these peaks show enrichment for H3K4me1 with diffuse 

binding for both MyoD and H3K27ac, these may represent a subset of enhancers 

that regulate later stage differentiation programs. Mature muscle fibers are highly 

innervated and norepinephrine is a major signaling molecule controlling force 

contraction. Fitting with the poised, but not active state of these enhancers, we 

observe only minimal differentiation and formation of myotubes at d2. We would 

expect these gene programs to be more fully active in cells differentiated for a 

longer period of time.  

 

Open questions and Future Directions 

 Our current studies have focused on examining the function of GPS2 at 

enhancer locations during muscle differentiation. While we have incorporated a 
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number of different identifying marks for enhancers such as p300, H3K27ac, 

H3k4me1, we would like to more precisely characterize these long-range 

interactions using both eRNA analysis as well as 4C circularized chromosome 

confirmation capture. Recent literature has begun to elucidate the critical role of 

eRNA in nearly all aspects of enhancer function including modifying chromatin 

accessibility, recruitment of transcriptional core complexes, and promoter-

enhancer looping. Although we performed RNAseq experiments, we were 

primarily interested in expression profiles during differentiation and steady-state 

RNA assays like bulk RNAseq are not optimized for analyzing eRNAs. Future 

experiments would incorporate GROseq experiments to capture and characterize 

nascent eRNA transcription. We are also planning to better characterize potential 

long-range enhancer interactions using 4C. Our current peak annotation strategy 

relies upon using nearest feature annotation, which lacks the resolution and 

specificity of chromosome confirmation techniques. 4C experiments would allow 

for more precise mapping of looped, interacting loci and may help explain the 

shifted pattern of binding we observe for GPS2 and other muscle regulatory 

factors. 4C would enable us to determine if our GPS2 peaks are physically 

interacting on a 3D scale with those loci located in close proximity and marked by 

MyoD, p300 and c-Jun. 

 Although we have overlapped our data with a number of known histone 

marks and performed preliminary ChIP-qPCR experiments, we would like to 

choose candidate enhancer regions to delete using CRISPR-Cas9 and assay the 
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effects on target gene expression and the surrounding local chromatin 

environment. This would serve as additional evidence as to their specificity of 

gene regulation as well as further our understanding of how enhancers impact 

the surrounding chromatin environment. A related study of GPS2 and enhancers 

performed similar deletion experiments and observed alterations in the chromatin 

environment at multiple GPS2-bound enhancers in close proximity upon loss of 

one.  

 Although we have begun to test candidate regions using ChIP-qPCR in 

our C2C12 GPS2-KO lines. We would also like to expand the range of factors 

tested to better determine the mechanism by which GPS2 binding is influencing 

the chromatin environment. We have performed initial ChIP-qPCR experiments 

using our GPS2-KO C2C12 lines and early results suggest that loss of GPS2 at 

these locations leads to reduced MyoD binding and reduced H3K27ac. We need 

to perform further experiments to obtain statistical significance. Given these 

findings, we would like to also perform ChIP experiments for H3K27me3 and 

H3K9me3 at these same regions. We have seen previously that GPS2 inhibits 

the activity of known lysine demethylase KDM4A and these additional ChIPs 

would begin to answer whether GPS2 is regulating methylation status at these 

peaks. Although the previous mechanism was largely focused on H3K9me3 at 

the promoter level, we would like to see if we see similar regulation of 

methylation by GPS2 at our enhancer regions. Although GPS2 was previously 

shown to regulate KDM4A, other lysine demethylases are known to be more 
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active during muscle differentiation. We will also assay using ChIP-qPCR the 

binding of the more active lysine demethylases at known GPS2 binding sites and 

determine if loss of GPS2 affects their recruitment / presence.  

One important caveat of our work is that the histone mark, ATACseq, and 

MyoD binding data are all taken from different published sources. Given the 

dynamic nature of the chromatin environment and transcription factor binding, it 

would be more appropriate to have been able to perform these ChIPseq 

experiments ourselves concurrent with our own GPS2 ChIPseq. However, the 

C2C12 cell line and the transcriptional cascade occurring differentiation has been 

well-characterized and shown to be consistent across numerous different 

studies. As well, we have attempted to include multiple replicates for each factor 

where possible. 

We have so far restricted our studies to the C2C12 model cell line. This 

was done to leverage the wealth of publicly available genomic data. However, we 

would like to extend these studies by exploring the effects of GPS2 loss in 

muscle tissue in an in vivo setting. We would generate a GPS2-Acta1 Cre 

genetic mouse model by crossing our GPS2-Floxed mice with the B6.Cg-

Tg(ACTA1-cre)79Jme/J line from Jackson labs. We would be particularly 

interested in examining skeletal muscle regeneration after injury in WT and 

GPS2-KO mice. This genetic model would also enable us to dissect differences 

in the role of GPS2 in different muscle tissues with different fiber types. Given our 

prior knowledge of the role of GPS2 in mitochondrial function, we would be 
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interested to look at specific differences in different fiber types, which are known 

to differ greatly in their metabolism and mitochondrial makeup.   
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Figures and figure legends 
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Figure 13. GPS2 is expressed in C2C12s and becomes stabilized or 
upregulated over the differentiation time course 

(a) Western blot of GPS2 protein expression profiled every day from d0 to 
d6 of differentiation. Characteristic expression of MyoD (early to mid- 
stage regulator) and MyHC (marker of terminal differentiation) is also 
observed. 

(b) Western blot of GPS2 siRNA treated C2C12s demonstrates specific 
bands for GPS2 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. A majority of GPS2 peaks are annotated to intronic or intergenic 
regions throughout all 4 time points 

Greater than 90% of annotated peaks are shown to be located in distal 
regions.  
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Figure 15. Coverage tracks and signal enrichment for MyoD, H3K27ac, 
H3K4me1, and H3K4me3 relative to GPS2 peaks found in myoblasts reveals 
binding in classical enhancer regions 

Coverage tracks for histone marks relative to GPS2 peak centers. 
Heatmap represents normalized signal enrichment after scores were 
calculated per genomic bin (10bps) 
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Figure 16. Coverage tracks and signal enrichment for MyoD, H3K27ac, 
H3K4me1, H3K4me3, p300 and c-Jun relative to GPS2 peaks found in 
myoblasts reveals binding in classical enhancer regions 

Binding pattern of c-Jun and p300 confirm the enhancer status of the 
second cluster of GPS2 peaks. Both factors display a similar shifted 
binding pattern from the center of GPS2 peaks and overlap with regions of 
known MyoD binding. 
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Figure 17. Coverage tracks and signal enrichment for MyoD, H3K27ac, 
H3K4me1, and H3K4me3 relative to GPS2 peaks found at 3hr post 
differentiation  
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Figure 18. Coverage tracks and signal enrichment for MyoD, H3K27ac, 
H3K4me1 relative to GPS2 peaks found at 2d post differentiation  
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Figure 19. Coverage tracks and signal enrichment for MyoD, H3K27ac, 
H3K4me1 relative to GPS2 peaks found at 4d post differentiation  
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Figure 20. Functional enrichment for peaks found in heatmap cluster 1 in 
myoblasts reveals enrichment for various RNA processing terms and no 
significant motif enrichment 

(a) GREAT enrichment for ChIPseq peaks found in heatmap cluster 1 
(b) Proportion of peaks annotated to various genomic regions 
(c) Motif enrichment using HOMER using center of peaks 
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Figure 21. Functional enrichment for peaks found in heatmap cluster 2 in 
myoblasts reveals enrichment for terms related to ECM, cell shape and cell 
adhesion and motif finding shows a variety of AP-1 complex motifs 
enriched at peak centers 

(a) GREAT enrichment for ChIPseq peaks found in heatmap cluster 2 
(b) Proportion of peaks annotated to various genomic regions 
(c) Motif enrichment using HOMER using center of peaks 
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Figure 22. Functional enrichment for peaks found in heatmap cluster 1 at 
d2 reveals enrichment for terms related to myofibril assembly, muscle 
development, actomyosin organization and motif finding finds no enriched 
motifs 

(a) GREAT enrichment for ChIPseq peaks found in heatmap cluster 2 
(b) Proportion of peaks annotated to various genomic regions 
(c) Motif enrichment using HOMER using center of peaks 
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Figure 23. Functional enrichment for peaks found in heatmap cluster 2 at 
d2 reveals enrichment for terms related to cell cycle, actomyosin structure, 
sarcomere organization and motif finding shows a variety of AP-1 complex 
motifs enriched at peak centers 

(a) GREAT enrichment for ChIPseq peaks found in heatmap cluster 2 
(b) Proportion of peaks annotated to various genomic regions 
(c) Motif enrichment at center of GPS2 peaks using HOMER  
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Figure 24. Differential expression in myoblasts and d2 between WT and 
GPS2-KO C2C12s visualized by volcano plot and functional enrichment 

(a) DEG analysis in myoblasts results in 1717 significant genes at a FDR 
< .1. Functional enrichment analysis for DEG separated by 
directionality of log2FC reveal an enrichment for PI3-Akt signaling and 
ECM remodeling related terms for the upregulated genes. 
Downregulated genes demonstrate enrichment for axon guidance, and 
general development pathways.  

(b) DEG analysis at d2 results in 2635 significant genes at a FDR < .1. 
Functional enrichment analysis for DEG separated by directionality of 
log2FC reveal an enrichment for PI3-Akt signaling, adipogenesis 
genes, and transcription related terms for the upregulated genes. 
Downregulated genes show strong enrichment for cell cycle and cell 
cycle regulation terms  
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Figure 25. 882 genes are differentially expressed in a condition-specific 
manner over time. Genes are functionally enriched for cell cycle and cell 
cycle regulation pathways. Heatmap represents normalized counts 
transformed to z-scores with rows clustered by hierarchical clustering. 

(a) Heatmap of z-scores for normalized counts for all samples across time 
(b) Pathway enrichment of genes changed over time 
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Figure 26. 1171 GPS2 peaks in myoblasts are also annotated to genes that 
are differentially expressed between WT and GPS2-KO C2C12s in 
myoblasts. Functional enrichment using GREAT reveals terms related to 
cell motility, cell shape, and cell migration in cluster 2. Cluster 3 is enriched 
for terms related to skeletal muscle development, synapse organization 
and action potential terms. 

(a) Proportion of overlapping peaks found in ChIPseq and RNAseq in 
heatmap clusters 

(b) GREAT enrichment for peaks in cluster 2 and 3 
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Figure 27. 1528 GPS2 peaks in myoblasts are also annotated to genes that 
are differentially expressed between WT and GPS2-KO C2C12s at d2. 
Functional enrichment using GREAT reveals terms related to skeletal 
muscle development, muscle morphogenesis, actin organization in cluster 
2. Cluster 3 is enriched for terms related to synapse assembly, response to 
norepinephrine, and neuron guidance. 

(a) Proportion of overlapping peaks found in ChIPseq and RNAseq in 
heatmap clusters 

(b) GREAT enrichment for peaks in cluster 2 and 3 
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Figure 28. 576 out of 882 differentially expressed genes over time also 
contain a corresponding annotated GPS2 binding event. Peaks found in 
cluster 2 displaying known enhancer signatures are enriched for classical 
muscle differentiation functions. Peaks found in cluster 3 overlapping with 
DEG are enriched for term related to cellular movement, locomotion and 
migration. 

(a) Proportion of overlapping peaks found in each cluster of peaks from 
MB with genes differentially expressed over time determine via 
RNAseq 

(b) GREAT enrichment for overlapping peaks in cluster 2 and 3 
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Figure 29. Impairment of differentiation in first C2C12 GPS2-KO cell line 
demonstrated by lack of staining for MyHC 

Two replicates shown WT and KO IF staining for MyHC and GPS2 after 6 
days of differentiation. Impairment of differentiation demonstrated by 
decreased staining for MyHC. Knockout of GPS2 is also confirmed 
through loss of GPS2 staining.  
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Figure 30. Impairment of differentiation in second C2C12 GPS2-KO cell line 
demonstrated by lack of staining for MyHC  

Two replicates shown WT and KO IF staining for MyHC and GPS2 after 6 
days of differentiation. Impairment of differentiation demonstrated by 
decreased staining for MyHC. Knockout of GPS2 is also confirmed 
through loss of GPS2 staining.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Final Conclusion and Future Directions 

 

Summary of Key Findings  

 In summary, there are three main aspects of work that comprise this 

thesis. The first chapter focuses on elucidating the transcriptional profile of both 

wild-type and GPS2-AKO adipocytes after being subjected to high fat diet stress. 

The second chapter continues this work by extending our characterization to 

include the cellular composition of the underlying SVF of the adipose tissue. The 

third chapter seeks to understand if a previously demonstrated mechanism for 

GPS2 regulation of transcription is conserved from adipocytes to a similar 

metabolic organ, muscle.  

 In the first chapter, we profile isolated adipocytes from GPS2-AKO and 

WT mice. In our previous metabolic characterization of our genetic mouse model, 

we have shown that under conditions of chow diet, GPS2-AKO mice become 

obese relative to their WT counterparts but display improved insulin resistance 

and no inflammation30. Interestingly, a study by Jones et al. performed a series of 

experiments profiling the response of wild-type adipocytes subjected to 8 weeks, 

20 weeks or 34 weeks of HFD. Interestingly, they observe an upregulation for 

ECM and ECM-remodeling related genes at each time point. And at 20 weeks of 

HFD and beyond, they also observe a strong downregulation of mitochondrial 

gene pathways. After initial characterization of our mouse line, we isolated 
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adipocytes from our mice under a chow diet and utilized RNAseq to profile their 

changes in gene expression. Surprisingly, we note the opposite changes in our 

KO adipocytes as observed generally for wild-type adipocytes subjected to 

relatively long-term diets. Namely, we see an upregulation of mitochondrial 

genes specifically related to mitochondrial function and a downregulation of ECM 

and remodeling terms. However, given the context of our whole-body phenotype, 

these results are consistent with the fact that the GPS2-AKO mice display no 

signs of associated metabolic complications or inflammation despite being in a 

condition of obesity. Our RNAseq studies in the isolated adipocytes also 

suggests that at a molecular level, there exists a protection from the effects of 

obesity on the function of the adipocytes themselves. This unique metabolic 

phenotype under chow is not seen in a parallel GPS2-AKO mouse model and we 

can only speculate that the differences are due to the differences in the design of 

the genetic deletion or other experimental factors that will need further study.  

 However, both GPS2-AKO mouse models show similar phenotypes and 

responses to high fat diet stress. We can see in 16 week high fat diet studies of 

both the epididymal and subcutaneous WAT that GPS2-deleted adipocytes 

display sensitized responses to HFD stress compared to their WT counterparts. 

In our own studies, we can clearly see pathways associated with adipocyte 

dysfunction far more enriched in our KO adipocytes and even note potential 

depot-specific differences. In particular, the epididymal depot displays 

upregulation of genes related to neutrophils and downregulation of cell migration 
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pathways. By contrast, the subcutaneous depot displays enrichment for a wide 

variety of inflammatory pathways amongst the upregulated genes and many 

different catabolic and anabolic process pathways amongst the downregulated. 

At this time point, GPS2-KO isolated adipocytes from both depots appear to 

show heightened responses to HFD stress.  

 This interesting alteration between metabolic states from chow and HFD in 

our GPS2-AKO mouse line motivated us to explore earlier time points to better 

determine when the switch occurs and what underlying changes mediate it. We 

employed scRNAseq to profile the underlying cell populations in the SVF. Our 

most important finding was the discovery of a potential increase in a population 

of APCs in the KO epididymal WAT after a short 5-week exposure to HFD. We 

also observe several other cell populations that may be changed between our 

WT and KO mice across both depots including smooth muscle cells, and a 

population of macrophages robustly expressing collagen and ECM genes. These 

findings have motivated both a set of flow cytometry assays to physically confirm 

any proportional changes as well as suggested the existence of an altered 

secretome present in our GPS2-AKO adipocytes. As GPS2 is only deleted in 

mature adipocytes in this line, being driven by an adiponectin-Cre, any changes 

in the underlying SVF must likely be mediated through altered paracrine 

signaling. We are actively investigating potential changes in the secretome of our 

GPS2-KO adipocytes in exosomes and conditioned media using mass 

spectrometry.  
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 In the third chapter, we aimed to determine if GPS2 was remodeling the 

chromatin environment for MyoD similar to its role as a pioneering factor for 

PPAR in adipocytes. We also had previously demonstrated the role of GPS2 as 

an activator of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes in another mitochondrial 

rich tissue and hypothesized it may be acting similarly in muscle development. 

We performed ChIPseq at four different time points covering undifferentiated 

myoblasts, myoblasts three hours post differentiation, myoblasts two days post 

differentiation and myoblasts four days post differentiation. One of the striking 

results from this experiment was the extraordinarily high proportion of binding 

annotated to distal regions across all four time points. To determine if this binding 

was in potential enhancer regions, we generated coverage tracks of major 

histone marks (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3) and transcription factors (MyoD, 

p300, c-Jun) and visualized their enrichment relative to the center of our GPS2 

peaks. In general, we observe several notable patterns in regards to the binding 

of these factors. We can see a high proportion of GPS2 peaks in regions of 

strong signal for H3K27ac and H3K4me1, two commonly used canonical markers 

of enhancer regions. A subset of these H3K27ac+ and H3K4me1+ peaks also 

appear to overlap with peaks of MyoD binding, albeit shifted around 500bp up- or 

downstream of the GPS2 peak center. We observe these same general patterns 

in both the ChIPseq performed in undifferentiated myoblasts as well as in 

myoblasts differentiated for two days.  
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 Looking closer at the H3K27ac+, H3K4me1+ and H3K4me3+ peaks in the 

myoblasts, we see a strong enrichment for various RNA processing pathways 

and terms (ncRNA processing, tRNA processing, mRNA processing). It has been 

well-established that muscle tissue is a highly dynamic tissue and many RNA 

processing functions such as alternative splicing, or alternative polyadenylation 

are major means which mediate skeletal muscle development and adaptation. In 

particular, differentiation was shown to be associated with a large number of 

alternative splicing events and these transitions were shown to be dependent on 

the myogenic differentiation process. It is interesting to note that we see binding 

of these GPS2 peaks annotated to these genes prior to the induction of 

differentiation. We can also see that they appear to be flanked by enriched areas 

of H3K4me3, which is typically a mark for active or poised promoters, but has 

also been shown to more generally be associated with regions of active 

transcription even in non-promoter regions114. This suggests a potential role for 

GPS2 in regulating various RNA processing pathways even prior to the activation 

of the myogenic program.  

 We observe a cluster of peaks that show strong enrichment for H3K27ac, 

H3K4me1, and MyoD binding in myoblasts. Functional enrichment of these 

peaks reveals pathways related to cell adhesions, cell shape, and ECM 

organization. Motif enrichment for these peaks show a number of AP-1 complex 

members including Fra, c-Jun, BATF. We can also see binding of p300 

overlapping with MyoD and speculate that this group of peaks represent active 
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enhancers regulating genes and pathways responsible for the eventual 

organization and structural alignment of the formed myotubes. Morphologically, 

one of the earliest observable changes seen in differentiating myoblasts is the 

alignment and patterning of cells before their eventual fusion. This regulation is 

also supported by our RNAseq studies, which demonstrated that peaks from this 

cluster that are annotated to DEG between WT and KO C2C12 myoblasts also 

share this enrichment for cell shape, cell motility, and cellular movement. This 

suggests that the binding of GPS2 in these putative enhancer regions are directly 

regulating genes critical to these pathways.  

 The last cluster of GPS2 peaks in myoblasts seem to be primarily marked 

by H3K4me1 or located in distal regions away from any significant signal for 

H3K27ac or H3K4me1. These peaks may represent GPS2 binding to poised 

enhancers, which are not yet active or kept inactive in myoblasts. If we overlap 

the peaks found in this cluster with our RNAseq data again, we observe 

enrichment for various terms related to action potentials, synapse organization 

and skeletal muscle development. These peaks may represent a subset of 

muscle specific enhancers that become activated in the course of differentiation 

as they represent some of the later stage processes in myogenesis.  

 We performed the same set of analyses for our peaks found two days post 

differentiation. The first cluster of peaks are strongly enriched for H3K27ac, 

H3K4me1 and MyoD binding and display functional enrichment for classical 
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muscle differentiation terms such as myofibril assembly, actomyosin 

organization, and striated muscle development.  

The second cluster displays the same pattern of marks and shows 

enrichment for some muscle specific terms like sarcomere organization or 

actomyosin organization but also general pathway terms relating to regulation of 

apoptosis and cell cycle. Motif finding again shows enrichment for various 

members of the AP-1 complex. Overlapping this set of peaks with our RNAseq 

data at d2, we see that the terms are almost exclusively related to muscle 

specific pathways such as myofibril assembly and muscle morphogenesis. This 

suggests that GPS2 is directly regulating the expression of muscle specific genes 

at this time and also display binding of GPS2 in putative active enhancer regions 

also marked by MyoD.  

The last cluster of peaks at d2 seem to be mostly marked by H3K4me1. 

Functional enrichment of these peaks that are also annotated to DEG at this time 

point reveals many pathways related to synapse organization and action 

potentials. We speculate that this represents another set of poised enhancers 

that regulate the activity of gene programs that become active in the later to 

terminal stages of differentiation. Early myogenesis is large characterized by 

reorganization, alignment and fusion of individual cells into myotubes. Later 

myogenesis develops many of the muscle-specific machinery that will eventually 

drive the contractile apparatus and other functions. Consistent with this idea, 
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synapse organization and action potential pathways are known to be more 

related to the overall function of mature myotubes/myofibrils. 

To expand this work, we would like to perform 4C experiments to 

characterize the potential 3D interactions between regulatory regions of the 

genome. These studies would be especially interesting in light of our observation 

of GPS2 binding shifted from the binding site for known transcription factors 

MyoD, c-Jun and p300. We are also interested in assaying these genomic 

regions physically using ChIP-qPCR using our GPS2-KO C2C12 lines to observe 

how loss of GPS2 is modulating the histone marks seen at these peak locations 

and/or the recruitment of MyoD and other factors.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

mRNAseq Analysis – Isolated Adipocytes 

mRNAseq libraries were subjected to basic quality control and read trimming 

using the FASTQC and Trimmomatic packages. Surviving reads were analyzed 

using Salmon to obtain mRNA abundance estimates using the Gencode M10 

gene annotation. Abundance estimates were concatenated into a single matrix 

and filtered by removing genes with a row mean of < 10. Normalization and 

differential expression of the abundance matrix was performed using DESeq2 

adjusting for litter status. Differentially expressed genes were considered 

significant with a FDR <0.1.  

 

Overrepresentation Analysis – Isolated Adipocytes 

Overrepresentation analysis was performed using either the EnrichR webtool or 

the gProfiler API. Terms were considered significant with FDR <.1 or gSCS < .1. 

 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 

Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using the fgsea R package in 

Bioconductor against the MSigDB C2 Canonical Pathway database. Gene lists 

were first converted to their human orthologues using BiomaRt. Normalized 

Enrichment Scores were calculated against each gene list sorted by descending 

Log2FC, and gene sets were considered significant with a FDR <.25.  
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Isolation of Stromal Vascular Fraction (SVF) From Mouse Adipose Tissue 

Upon completion of a 5 week 60% high-fat diet (HFD), C57BL6/J WT and GPS2-

AKO mice were euthanized according to IACUC standards, and adipose tissue 

depots excised. The tissue was then minced in cold PBS in a tissue culture dish, 

and filtered through a 250 micron mesh. Following the filtration, the minced tissue 

was resuspended with 25 mL of collagenase digestion buffer. For subcutaneous 

fat, the buffer is 25 mL DMEM media (with 4.5 g/L glucose & L-glutamine, without 

sodium pyruvate) along with 0.05 g collagenase Type II and 0.5 g BSA, and for 

epididymal adipose tissue the formulation is the same except 0.025 g 

collagenase type II is utilized. The tissue is then placed in a shaker for 1 hour at 

37 degrees, moving at 120 RPM. Following digestion, the milieu is transferred to 

a new tube, once again filtering through 250 micron mesh. 5ml of FBS was 

added to neutralize digestion, and the lipid-laden adipocytes float to the top of the 

suspension. This layer of cells is removed, and the remaining volume is spun 

down at 500 xg for 10 minutes. The pellet that is then generated is the stromal 

vascular fraction (SVF). 

 

Single Cell RNAseq 

FASTQ files were generated by demultiplexing the Illumina base call files (BCL) 

via the Cellranger mkfastq command. Individual FASTQ files are then aligned to 

the MM10 reference transcriptome provided by 10x Genomics through the 

Cellranger count command. Samples are then aggregated together via the 
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Cellranger Aggr command to generate a single matrix for downstream analysis 

using a combination of Scanpy and Seurat.   

Cell quality control was performed by plotting distributions for counts per 

barcode, number of genes per barcode, and percent of reads aligned to 

mitochondrial genes. These distributions were used to filter out potential outliers 

by visual thresholding. Gene counts were then normalized to 10,000 reads per 

cell using a counts per million normalization method. The data was then 

logarithmized using the log1p scanpy transformation function. Highly variable 

genes were selected by their mean to variance ratios using the Scanpy highly 

variable genes function with default parameters. The effects of total counts per 

cell and percent mitochondrial genes expressed were then regressed out of the 

data and each gene was scaled to unit variance.  

Neighborhood graphs using the PCA representation of the matrix were 

generated using the scanpy Neighbors function, and embedded in two 

dimensions using the UMAP projection implemented in Scanpy. Clustering of the 

neighborhood graph was performed via the Leiden Graph Clustering Method. 

Marker genes for cluster identification were determined by a Wilcoxon rank sum 

test that compared the expression of genes in one cluster vs all of the other 

clusters combined.  
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scRNAseq Differential Expression 

Differential expression within clusters between WT and KO cells was performed 

using MAST with default parameters.  

 

Western Blot 

Cultured cells were pelleted via centrifugation at 1000rpm for 5 minutes at 4C.  

Whole cell extracts were prepared by lysis in IPH buffer (50mM Tris HCL pH 8.0, 

250mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 0.5%NP40) supplemented with 1x Protease Inhibitors 

(Roche). Cells were resuspended in IPH buffer for 20 minutes on ice and spun at 

max speed for 10 minutes at 4C. The resultant supernatant was collected and its 

protein concentration determined via the Bradford assay using a standard curve 

generated through BSA standards (Bio-Rad). Consistent amounts were loaded 

for each experiment and extracts boiled with NuPAGE LDS Laemmli buffer and 

100mM DTT for 10 minutes prior to loading on 4-15% Mini-PROTEAN TGX gels 

(Bio-Rad). Gels were electrophoresed in SDS-PAGE Running Buffer (25mM Tris, 

192mM glycine, .1% SDS) (Boston Bioproducts) at 180V for 40 minutes. Proteins 

were transferred onto .45um low fluorescence PVDF membranes (Bio-Rad) 

using the TransBlot Turbo System (Bio-Rad). Membranes were blocked in 5% 

non-fat milk in PBST (137 mM NaCl,5.4 mM KCl, 16.2mM Na2HPO4, 2.9 mM 

KH2PO4, 0.1% Tween-20) for one hour at room temperature with agitation 

before incubation overnight with primary antibody at 4C with agitation. 

Membranes were then washed three times for ten minutes in PBST and 
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incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies for one hour at room 

temperature with agitation, followed by three washes for ten minutes in PBST. 

Blots were visualized using the ChemiDoc MP imaging system and Image Lab 

Software (Bio-Rad). Protein molecular weights were determined via comparison 

to the Precision Plus Standard Protein Ladder (Bio-Rad).  

 

ChIPSeq 

ChIPseq samples were generated via the ChIP-qPCR protocol described in this 

methods section. Library preparation was performed at the Tufts University Core 

Facility for Genomics using the Illumina TruSeq Library Preparation kit. Libraries 

were sequenced using a Illumina HiSeq2500 high output single-End 50 flowcell.  

ChIPseq libraries were subjected to basic quality control using FastQC and 

trimmomatic. Surviving reads were aligned to the appropriate reference genome 

using BowTie2. SAM files were sorted, indexed and converted to BAM files 

before peak calling through either MACS2 or Homer using default parameters. 

Peak files were filtered against known blacklist regions using BedTools and any 

peaks intersecting these regions were removed from the final analysis. Peak files 

were annotated to genomic regions using the annotatePeaks.pl function in 

Homer. For visualization purposes, BigWig files were generated directly from 

BAM files using DeepTools and normalized to 1x Reads Per Genomic Coverage. 

BigWig files were uploaded to the CyVerse web hosting service and visualized 

on the UCSC genome browser.  
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C2C12 RNAseq 

RNAseq samples were analyzed for basic quality metrics via Bioanalyzer. Library 

preparation was performed at the BU School of Medicine Microarray and 

Sequencing Core using the Kapa RNA HyperPrep with RiboErase kit. Libraries 

were sequenced using the Illumina NextSeq 2000. mRNA libraries were 

analyzed and subjected to basic quality control using FastQC and Trimmomatic. 

Trimmed reads were then aligned to the mouse Gencode M23 genome and 

counted using Verse. Counts were normalized using DESeq2 and differential 

expression was performed using several contrasts. We determined DEGs over 

time for both our WT samples and KO samples. We also performed DE testing 

between WT and KO at both time points. Finally, we tested using a reduced 

model excluding time vs. the full model to determine condition-specific DEG over 

time.   

 

ChIP-qPCR 

Cells were crosslinked in the presence of 1% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at 

room temperature. Cells were pelleted in PBS with a protease inhibitor cocktail 

before being frozen at -80C. Frozen pellets were resuspended in hypotonic lysis 

buffer () for 10 minutes on ice before centrifugation at max for 10 minutes at 4C. 

The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in SDS lysis buffer () 

for 10 minutes on ice. Samples were sonicated in a Diagenode … for 2 cycles of 

10 minutes at (settings). Sonicated samples were cleared of debris by 
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centrifugation at 13000rpm for 10 minutes at 4C. The supernatant was diluted 

10x in ChIP dilution buffer and incubated with antibodies at 4C with rotation 

overnight. 50ul of protein 4B sepharose was added to each sample and rotated 

for 1hr at 4C. Sepharose beads were pelleted by centriguation for 5 minutes at 

1000rpm at 4C. Beads were washed with the following buffers in sequential 

order: Low Salt Buffer (), High Salt Buffer (), LiCl Buffer, and TE Buffer. DNA-

protein complexes were eluted with EB for 30 minutes with shaking at room 

temperature. Samples were de-crosslinked at 65C for 6 hours. After crosslinking, 

a 1:1 volume of Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl alcohol was added to each sample 

before vortexing for 10 seconds. 3ul of glycogen () was added to each sample 

and incubated for 1 minute. 30ul of 3M Sodium acetate was added to each 

sample and incubated for 1 minute. 750ul of 100% cold ethanol was added to 

each sample, and samples were stored at -80C for 2 hours. DNA was pelleted by 

centriguation at max speed for 20 minutes at 4C. DNA pellets were then washed 

with 1ml of 70% cold ethanol, and centrifuged at max speed for 5 minutes at 4C. 

DNA pellets were air-dryed before resuspension in nuclease free water.  

 

RT-qPCR 

Total RNA was harvested from cultured cells using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration was quantified using 

a NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher). First strand cDNA 

synthesis was performed with the iScript cDNA synthesis kit) using 1000 ng of 
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total RNA and following the manufacturer’s protocol. RT-qPCR reactions were 

performed using Fast Sybr Master Mix (ABI) on a ViiA7 Real-Time PCR system. 

Relative mRNA expression was determined after normalization to the 

housekeeping gene cyclophilin A.  

 

Cell lines 

C2C12 cells were obtained from the ATCC. Cells were cultured in DMEM (10-

017-CV) and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (). For maintenance, cells were never 

allowed to reach greater than 70% confluence and only utilized for experiments 

within the first 15 passages. Cells were induced to differentiate by changing the 

growth media to 2% Horse Serum, DMEM (10-017-CV). Differentiation media 

was changed daily throughout all time courses.  

 

CRISPR KO Line Generation 

We utilized the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 plasmid available on 

AddGene to generate our KO lines. Separately, we designed sgRNAs using the 

online software ChopChop to efficiently generate deletion mutants in the GPS2 

genomic locus. We took the designed guides and synthesized matching oligos 

with the appropriate BbsI overhangs and 5’ phosphorylation modifications. After 

digestion of 1ug of px459 plasmid with BbsI, we gel purified the digested plasmid 

using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit and eluted the vector in nuclease free. We 

annealed our phosphorylated guides in a thermocycler using the following 
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parameters: 37C for 30mins, 95C for 5min ramping down to 25C at 5C/min. 

Digested and purified vector was ligated with annealed guides and ligation 

mixture was transformed into DH5a competent E. coli. Positive colonies were 

selected and placed in liquid culture for outgrowth. Cultures were sequenced for 

proper insertion of the guides before preparation in a Midi Prep Kit and a final 

round of sequencing to verify proper cloning. A low passage number of C2C12 

cells were grown to 50% confluence before transfection with sequenced vector. 

2ug of vector was transfected using the JetPrime transfection reagent. Cells were 

kept in transfection media for 24hrs before changing to growth media for another 

24hrs. Cells were then switched to selection media (growth media + 2ug/ml 

puromycin) and regularly changed for a week after complete death of WT cells in 

selection media. Knockout lines were kept as pooled lines and subjected to 

verification of genomic editing and efficient GPS2 knockout via deep sequencing, 

and western blot.  KO cell lines were maintained in selection media and similar to 

the WT line used for a maximum of 15 passages.  

 

Immunofluorescence 

Cells were grown on Collagen 1 coated coverslips (Corning® BioCoat™ 

Collagen I) and differentiation was induced upon reaching >90% cell confluence. 

At measured timepoints, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes 

at room temperature, washed 3 times for 5 minutes in PBS, and permeabilized in 

0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 minutes at room temperature. Coverslips were 
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blocked in 0.5% BSA, Normal Donkey Serum (1:50) in PBS for 30 minutes at 

room temperature before incubation with primary antibodies GPS2 (custom) and 

MHC (RD MAB4470) at dilutions of 1:300 and 1:500 in blocking solution, 

respectively. Coverslips were then washed 3 times for 5 minutes in a 1:5 dilution 

of blocking solution (Working solution) before incubation with secondary 

antibodies, FITC () and RD () for 1 hour at room temperature. Coverslips were 

washed 3 times for 5 minutes in working solution followed by a single wash for 5 

minutes in PBS, and a final wash for 5 minutes in ddH20. Coverslips were 

mounted onto slides via ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (P10144).  
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